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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Before undertaking any training or fitness program you should first check with your Doctor, and also 
verify with a professional the appropriateness of the program for you. Make sure you read through this 
manual and its various safety recommendations PRIOR to commencing the programme. 

The information contained in these Guidelines may be copied for personal purposes only. It may not be 
copied and/or used for commercial purposes either completely or partially unless by prior permission. 

Although every care has been taken in the production of these guidelines, neither RGC 1404 nor any 
officer, servant or agent of RGC1404 or any associated body accepts any liability for any injury, loss or 
damage incurred by the use or reliance on any of the information.   

This programme should be followed in an environment where there are trained fitness professionals on 
hand to provide advice and guidance, i.e. a local authority leisure centre or appropriate fitness centre.  
If you have any pre existing injury or medical condition is it imperative that you seek medical advice 
before embarking on a new exercise program. All the exercises prescribed are done with the 
assumption of prior knowledge in technique. It is vital that all exercises are carried out with correct 
technique or you risk injury, if in any doubt you must find appropriate guidance before beginning the 
program. 

We would always advise to train with a partner as well as training under professional guidance and 
making sure that correct spotting techniques and protocols are always in place, this is of particular 
importance when dealing with free weights and as the loadings increase. 

 
 
 

Prepared by: 
Rudi Meir PhD, CSCS *D 

School of Health and Human Sciences 
SOUTHERN CROSS UNIVERSITY 

Lismore – Australia 
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The history of rugby union football in North Wales is rich with heritage. Records show that rugby was 
played in schools in Beaumaris, Ruthin and R
rugby played under the laws of the WRU (or the Welsh Rugby Football Union as it then was) was 
between Bangor University and the Normal College in November 1887. Indeed Bangor RFC was one of 
the 11 founder members of the WRU in March 1881. 
 
During 1881 a member of the club, Godfrey Darbyshire played for Wales in the first international 
against England at Blackheath. 
at Oxford University) were capped in 1882 and 1884 respectively, Charles Allen was the first Welsh 
player to score a try against England on the 5
 
Following the First World War interest in rugby increased hence more clubs were formed in Rhyl, 
Colwyn Bay, Holyhead, Wrexham and Ruthin. These were soon followed by Machynlleth, Newtown, 
Mold and Dolgellau Old Grammarians. The North Wales Rugby Union was formed in January 1931. In 
1936 Llanidloes and Builth Wells were admitted as members of this integrating bod
 
Currently there are 34 clubs with 19 who are full members of the Welsh Rugby Union. 
 
Others who have won caps for Wales with distinction include Wilf Wooller, Dewi Bebb, Tony Gray, 
Arthur Emyr, Stuart Roy, Andy Moore, Steve Moore and Robin Mcbryde. Th
numerous players who have been capped at A, schools and youth levels. Tony Gray for example 
proceeded to become the national coach, the last coach to succeed at Twickenham.
 
Over the years North Wales has competed in the Welsh Counties C
tournament on numerous occasions. During the 1970s North Wales played host to touring teams from 
Japan, Samoa, Fiji and a New Zealand U21 side. 
 
Due to the construction work to develop the Millennium Stadium a full internation
for the first time in Wrexham against Romania whilst in the same period welcoming a Rugby World Cup 
match between Japan and Samoa in addition to several A Internationals.
 
 
 

 

Our logo binds us together as a team and with the community we represent

It is the totem around which we all gather

Our team jersey is more than just fabric, it is the uniform that we wear with 
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1404 - Our history, heritage 
and 

The history of rugby union football in North Wales is rich with heritage. Records show that rugby was 
played in schools in Beaumaris, Ruthin and Ruabon from as early as the 1870s. The first game of 
rugby played under the laws of the WRU (or the Welsh Rugby Football Union as it then was) was 
between Bangor University and the Normal College in November 1887. Indeed Bangor RFC was one of 

members of the WRU in March 1881.  

During 1881 a member of the club, Godfrey Darbyshire played for Wales in the first international 
against England at Blackheath. In 1882 two more local players H Vincent (Bangor) and CP Allen (then 

were capped in 1882 and 1884 respectively, Charles Allen was the first Welsh 
player to score a try against England on the 5th January 1884. 

Following the First World War interest in rugby increased hence more clubs were formed in Rhyl, 
Holyhead, Wrexham and Ruthin. These were soon followed by Machynlleth, Newtown, 

Mold and Dolgellau Old Grammarians. The North Wales Rugby Union was formed in January 1931. In 
1936 Llanidloes and Builth Wells were admitted as members of this integrating bod

Currently there are 34 clubs with 19 who are full members of the Welsh Rugby Union. 

Others who have won caps for Wales with distinction include Wilf Wooller, Dewi Bebb, Tony Gray, 
Arthur Emyr, Stuart Roy, Andy Moore, Steve Moore and Robin Mcbryde. Th
numerous players who have been capped at A, schools and youth levels. Tony Gray for example 
proceeded to become the national coach, the last coach to succeed at Twickenham.

Over the years North Wales has competed in the Welsh Counties Championship and have won the 
tournament on numerous occasions. During the 1970s North Wales played host to touring teams from 
Japan, Samoa, Fiji and a New Zealand U21 side.  

Due to the construction work to develop the Millennium Stadium a full internation
for the first time in Wrexham against Romania whilst in the same period welcoming a Rugby World Cup 
match between Japan and Samoa in addition to several A Internationals. 

1404 is a date of major significance in ancient Welsh history
is the year when Owain Glyndwr was crowned Welsh Prince 
at Machynlleth and led his Welsh army and supporters under 
the golden dragon standard. 
 
Rygbi Gogledd Cymru, now called RGC 1404, 
on a heraldic badge above a golden Welsh dragon alo
an ornate celtic graphic within a knight's shield. 
new and powerful force in the representative game.

Our logo binds us together as a team and with the community we represent

It is the totem around which we all gather

is more than just fabric, it is the uniform that we wear with 
pride every time we pull it on 
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, heritage 
and logo 

The history of rugby union football in North Wales is rich with heritage. Records show that rugby was 
uabon from as early as the 1870s. The first game of 

rugby played under the laws of the WRU (or the Welsh Rugby Football Union as it then was) was 
between Bangor University and the Normal College in November 1887. Indeed Bangor RFC was one of 

During 1881 a member of the club, Godfrey Darbyshire played for Wales in the first international 
Vincent (Bangor) and CP Allen (then 

were capped in 1882 and 1884 respectively, Charles Allen was the first Welsh 

Following the First World War interest in rugby increased hence more clubs were formed in Rhyl, 
Holyhead, Wrexham and Ruthin. These were soon followed by Machynlleth, Newtown, 

Mold and Dolgellau Old Grammarians. The North Wales Rugby Union was formed in January 1931. In 
1936 Llanidloes and Builth Wells were admitted as members of this integrating body. 

Currently there are 34 clubs with 19 who are full members of the Welsh Rugby Union.  

Others who have won caps for Wales with distinction include Wilf Wooller, Dewi Bebb, Tony Gray, 
Arthur Emyr, Stuart Roy, Andy Moore, Steve Moore and Robin Mcbryde. There have also been 
numerous players who have been capped at A, schools and youth levels. Tony Gray for example 
proceeded to become the national coach, the last coach to succeed at Twickenham. 

hampionship and have won the 
tournament on numerous occasions. During the 1970s North Wales played host to touring teams from 

Due to the construction work to develop the Millennium Stadium a full international match was played 
for the first time in Wrexham against Romania whilst in the same period welcoming a Rugby World Cup 

date of major significance in ancient Welsh history, it 
is the year when Owain Glyndwr was crowned Welsh Prince 
at Machynlleth and led his Welsh army and supporters under 

called RGC 1404, is emblazoned 
on a heraldic badge above a golden Welsh dragon alongside 

phic within a knight's shield. RGC 1404 is a 
new and powerful force in the representative game. 

Our logo binds us together as a team and with the community we represent 

It is the totem around which we all gather 

is more than just fabric, it is the uniform that we wear with 



 

RGC1404 
Honesty is something you cannot wear out!

AGGRESSIVE ‘D’ & SET 
THE BREAKDOWN IS OURS

 

• We "do the right thing" by others and ourselves and always represent 
and its supporters with pride and professionalism.

 

 

• We devote total intensity and commitment to every aspect of training and playing.
 

• We have a strong bond with our team
 

• We are punctual for everything.
 

General training guidelines:
 

• Perfect practice equals perfect play, i
 

• We are competitive. The harder we train the better we become.
 

• We prepare ourselves for practice, are enthusiastic, attentive and positive at all 
times. 
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RGC1404 Team trademarks
 

Honesty is something you cannot wear out!
 

DISCIPLINED 
COMMITTED 

TAKE OWNERSHIP 
UNITED 

MENTALLY TOUGH 
CLINICAL 

AGGRESSIVE ‘D’ & SET PIECE 
THE BREAKDOWN IS OURS 

ENJOYMENT 
WINNING ATTITUDE 

 
Overall team philosophy: 

We "do the right thing" by others and ourselves and always represent 
and its supporters with pride and professionalism. 

General team guidelines: 

intensity and commitment to every aspect of training and playing.

We have a strong bond with our team-mates and all those who support us.

We are punctual for everything. 

General training guidelines: 

Perfect practice equals perfect play, i.e. NO SHORT-CUTS. 

We are competitive. The harder we train the better we become. 

We prepare ourselves for practice, are enthusiastic, attentive and positive at all 
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Team trademarks 
Honesty is something you cannot wear out! 

We "do the right thing" by others and ourselves and always represent North Wales 

intensity and commitment to every aspect of training and playing. 

mates and all those who support us. 

 

We prepare ourselves for practice, are enthusiastic, attentive and positive at all 



• We encourage one another. TEAM = "Together Each Achieves More"
 

• We respect and appreciate our training facilities, equipment and those who strive to 
help us reach our potential.

 

 

• We respect our opposition and their supporters.
 

• We control our emotions and never overreact. 
 

• We play hard but within the spirit of the g
 

• We NEVER, ever, ever, ever, GIVE IN!
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We encourage one another. TEAM = "Together Each Achieves More"

appreciate our training facilities, equipment and those who strive to 
help us reach our potential. 

Game guidelines 

We respect our opposition and their supporters. 

We control our emotions and never overreact.  

We play hard but within the spirit of the game and respect the referee's decisions.

We NEVER, ever, ever, ever, GIVE IN! 
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We encourage one another. TEAM = "Together Each Achieves More" 

appreciate our training facilities, equipment and those who strive to 

ame and respect the referee's decisions. 

 



 
To compete in professional rugby requires the highest level of individual commitment. To be 
competitive in the toughest game in the World, players must develop
maximum potential. These qualities cannot, and will not, be developed without an appropriate level of 
individual commitment and preparation.
 
Each player must recognise that individual and team success will only be achieved 
dedication to all elements of training and preparation. Experience has shown that "successful" players 
clearly demonstrate the following characteristics:
 
 

 èèèè total application and focus on the task at hand; 
 

   èèèè recognition that individual
individual sacrifice;

 

 èèèè a constant dedication to their skill and physical development; and
 

 èèèè a realisation that they
 

 
Having accepted the challenge of playing for RGC1404 and in the new era of professional rugby, you 
must also accept the challenge of doing everything in your power to prepare yourself and contribute to 
the success of the entire team.  

Rugby union is first and foremost a "running" game. It also requires repetition in the execution of all its 
various skill components. As a player you must repeatedly practice all these elements and recognise 
that it is only with repetition and a commitment to excellence 
full potential. 
 
This training manual is provided in an effort to help you prepare for the forthcoming season. It pays 
particular attention to the area of resistance training for those players who have never parti
pre-season weight training programme before. By appreciating that this programme is planned to 
you reach your full potential, you can train knowing that whatever you are doing at training is being 
done for a specific purpose - that is, to

 
Ultimately it's up to you. 
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Introduction
To compete in professional rugby requires the highest level of individual commitment. To be 
competitive in the toughest game in the World, players must develop both skill and fitness to its 
maximum potential. These qualities cannot, and will not, be developed without an appropriate level of 
individual commitment and preparation. 

Each player must recognise that individual and team success will only be achieved 
dedication to all elements of training and preparation. Experience has shown that "successful" players 
clearly demonstrate the following characteristics: 

total application and focus on the task at hand;  

recognition that individual improvement only comes with hard work and      
individual sacrifice; 

a constant dedication to their skill and physical development; and

they are ultimately responsible for how much they can achieve.

Do YOU have these qualities? 
 

Having accepted the challenge of playing for RGC1404 and in the new era of professional rugby, you 
must also accept the challenge of doing everything in your power to prepare yourself and contribute to 

 

first and foremost a "running" game. It also requires repetition in the execution of all its 
various skill components. As a player you must repeatedly practice all these elements and recognise 
that it is only with repetition and a commitment to excellence in your training that you can achieve your 

This training manual is provided in an effort to help you prepare for the forthcoming season. It pays 
particular attention to the area of resistance training for those players who have never parti

season weight training programme before. By appreciating that this programme is planned to 
reach your full potential, you can train knowing that whatever you are doing at training is being 

that is, to make you a more competitive and complete player.
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Introduction 
To compete in professional rugby requires the highest level of individual commitment. To be 

both skill and fitness to its 
maximum potential. These qualities cannot, and will not, be developed without an appropriate level of 

Each player must recognise that individual and team success will only be achieved by a complete 
dedication to all elements of training and preparation. Experience has shown that "successful" players 

improvement only comes with hard work and      

a constant dedication to their skill and physical development; and 

are ultimately responsible for how much they can achieve. 

Having accepted the challenge of playing for RGC1404 and in the new era of professional rugby, you 
must also accept the challenge of doing everything in your power to prepare yourself and contribute to 

first and foremost a "running" game. It also requires repetition in the execution of all its 
various skill components. As a player you must repeatedly practice all these elements and recognise 

in your training that you can achieve your 

This training manual is provided in an effort to help you prepare for the forthcoming season. It pays 
particular attention to the area of resistance training for those players who have never participated in a 

season weight training programme before. By appreciating that this programme is planned to help 
reach your full potential, you can train knowing that whatever you are doing at training is being 

make you a more competitive and complete player. 



 

 

Principles of Weight Training 
 

Overload:  

Improvements in performance will only occur when the body is stressed at a level beyond its present capacity. 

For example, this means that in order to get stronger you must be prepared to 

Lifting the same weight week in and

each day you should be adding more weight to the bar, far from it. Any increase in load should be applied 

progressively over a period of time. 

 

Variation: 

Throughout the year the type of exercises, the number of reps and sets, the amount of rest between sets and 

the speed of movement should

improvements. These changes will also allow you to more effectively "overload"

make changes to your programme without firstly consulting your gym instructor. The programme in this manual 

schedules changes in exercise, training volume (sets x reps) and movement speed as a means of providing this 

variation. Ultimately, once you have progressed

be achieved by the introduction of new more functional movements and the way exercises are sequenced 

within a session.  

 

Frequency: 

The stimulus for muscle growth is increased training volume. This can be achieved in a number of ways e.g. 

increasing the number of sessions per week, or increasing the number of sets and reps completed per session. 

However, it is still important to provide adequate recovery betw

sample programme in this manual prescribes

complete 2 sessions per week as a means of introducing you to the exercises and establishing your personal 

training load (achieved by trial and error). 

associated with this programme; however your body will adapt quickly a

needed in order to overload the musculature and continue to gain improvements will need to increase. Resist 

the temptation to do more in the first few weeks, stick to the programme as prescribed 

way in order to allow your body time to recover and adapt between sessions. Remember, the key to success is 

progressive overload.   

 

Order of Exercise: 

Typically, larger muscle groups should be exercised before smaller ones. For example, work the chest bef

arms. This ensures maximum work output from the muscle without pre

methods of overload prescribe a routine that exercises smaller muscle groups first followed larger ones, e

dumbbell flyes followed by bench pre

 

Muscular Balance: 

Exercise the whole body in order to avoid developing a muscular imbalance, which can lead to injury and 

movement inefficiency. By focusing on one particular area, such as your chest, and failing to exercise the 

opposing muscle group, in this example the upper back, you will risk the possibility of injury. Do not be tempted 

to work on one area of perceived weakness at the expense of others. An introductory programme such as the 

one prescribed in the following pages trains all major mus

 

Specificity: 

Exercises should focus on working large muscle groups. Rugby 

use predominantly multi-joint movements (i.e. compound exercises). However, in your programme there are 
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Weight T

Principles of Weight Training  

Improvements in performance will only occur when the body is stressed at a level beyond its present capacity. 

For example, this means that in order to get stronger you must be prepared to gradually

Lifting the same weight week in and week out will not make you stronger. However, this does not mean that 

each day you should be adding more weight to the bar, far from it. Any increase in load should be applied 

over a period of time.  

of exercises, the number of reps and sets, the amount of rest between sets and 

should all be manipulated in order to apply overload and 

will also allow you to more effectively "overload" 

make changes to your programme without firstly consulting your gym instructor. The programme in this manual 

schedules changes in exercise, training volume (sets x reps) and movement speed as a means of providing this 

ltimately, once you have progressed beyond this basic “foundation” programme, variation can also 

be achieved by the introduction of new more functional movements and the way exercises are sequenced 

growth is increased training volume. This can be achieved in a number of ways e.g. 

increasing the number of sessions per week, or increasing the number of sets and reps completed per session. 

However, it is still important to provide adequate recovery between sessions in order to avoid overtraining. Th

in this manual prescribes 3 sessions per week but initially you 

as a means of introducing you to the exercises and establishing your personal 

training load (achieved by trial and error). To begin with you will experience a degree of muscle soreness 

associated with this programme; however your body will adapt quickly and as a result the number of sessions 

needed in order to overload the musculature and continue to gain improvements will need to increase. Resist 

the temptation to do more in the first few weeks, stick to the programme as prescribed 

way in order to allow your body time to recover and adapt between sessions. Remember, the key to success is 

Typically, larger muscle groups should be exercised before smaller ones. For example, work the chest bef

arms. This ensures maximum work output from the muscle without pre-mature fatigue. However, some 

methods of overload prescribe a routine that exercises smaller muscle groups first followed larger ones, e

dumbbell flyes followed by bench press. 

Exercise the whole body in order to avoid developing a muscular imbalance, which can lead to injury and 

movement inefficiency. By focusing on one particular area, such as your chest, and failing to exercise the 

in this example the upper back, you will risk the possibility of injury. Do not be tempted 

to work on one area of perceived weakness at the expense of others. An introductory programme such as the 

one prescribed in the following pages trains all major muscle groups of the body. 

Exercises should focus on working large muscle groups. Rugby union is a total body activity and therefore should 

joint movements (i.e. compound exercises). However, in your programme there are 
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Training 

Improvements in performance will only occur when the body is stressed at a level beyond its present capacity. 

gradually lift more weight over. 

week out will not make you stronger. However, this does not mean that 

each day you should be adding more weight to the bar, far from it. Any increase in load should be applied 

of exercises, the number of reps and sets, the amount of rest between sets and 

all be manipulated in order to apply overload and stimulate continued 

 the body. However, do not 

make changes to your programme without firstly consulting your gym instructor. The programme in this manual 

schedules changes in exercise, training volume (sets x reps) and movement speed as a means of providing this 

programme, variation can also 

be achieved by the introduction of new more functional movements and the way exercises are sequenced 

growth is increased training volume. This can be achieved in a number of ways e.g. 

increasing the number of sessions per week, or increasing the number of sets and reps completed per session. 

een sessions in order to avoid overtraining. The 

3 sessions per week but initially you might only be able to 

as a means of introducing you to the exercises and establishing your personal 

will experience a degree of muscle soreness 

nd as a result the number of sessions 

needed in order to overload the musculature and continue to gain improvements will need to increase. Resist 

the temptation to do more in the first few weeks, stick to the programme as prescribed – it is presented this 

way in order to allow your body time to recover and adapt between sessions. Remember, the key to success is 

Typically, larger muscle groups should be exercised before smaller ones. For example, work the chest before the 

mature fatigue. However, some 

methods of overload prescribe a routine that exercises smaller muscle groups first followed larger ones, e.g. flat 

Exercise the whole body in order to avoid developing a muscular imbalance, which can lead to injury and 

movement inefficiency. By focusing on one particular area, such as your chest, and failing to exercise the 

in this example the upper back, you will risk the possibility of injury. Do not be tempted 

to work on one area of perceived weakness at the expense of others. An introductory programme such as the 

is a total body activity and therefore should 

joint movements (i.e. compound exercises). However, in your programme there are 



some isolation movements (i.e. single joint exercises like the bicep curls). These are prescribed to help you 

develop these smaller areas of muscle mass so that they will be able to contribute to other multi

that involve larger muscle mass e.g. lat pulldown. 

 

Warm-up: 

This is particularly important when doing a weight training session, since there is a potential for injury when 

lifting relatively heavy loads if the muscle is not suitably warmed

weight. Before commencing any session make sure you have warmed

most easily be achieved by lifting a relatively light weight for each of the prescribed exercises (e.g. one that 

would allow 15 reps for that particular exer

very specific stretch for the muscles about to be trained. Alternatively use some form of total body activity like 

jogging, skipping, rowing, etc. as a means of preparing the body and 

 
Designing the Programme: 

Weight training is based on the principle of "repetitions maximum", often 

defined as the maximum weight that a player can lift a certain number of times before

you can lift a given weight ten times and no more before fatiguing, then that weight will represent your 10RM 

load for that particular exercise.  

 

Training loads are often based on a percentage of a player's 1RM (i.e. the maximu

be lifted for one repetition only). This is achieved by trial and error with the player completing a series of lifts 

while gradually increasing the weight.  However, the easiest method of prescribing the training load is to desi

the programme based on the number of repetitions to be completed for each set of a particular exercise. This 

means that if the prescribed intensity of effort is 4

obviously the weight is too light. Conversely, if you could only complete 3 reps, then the weight is too heavy.

 

It is important that you make every effort to work with a load that allows you to complete the prescribed reps 

per set in this programme. This will be achieved through tria

complete the set easily will mean the muscles involved are being under loaded, so adjust the weight to allow 

you to work at the designated rep range. Intensity, which is expressed by the load used in wei

key variable that must be adhered to if you are to achieve improvements over time.

 

Use the sample training diary in the back of this manual to record the completed sets and weight (kg) used for 

each exercise during each session you unde

Alternatively record your sessions in the diary provided by your gym. Keeping records will help you to monitor 

your progress and estimate the load to be used from one session to the next for each ex
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ome isolation movements (i.e. single joint exercises like the bicep curls). These are prescribed to help you 

develop these smaller areas of muscle mass so that they will be able to contribute to other multi

.g. lat pulldown.  

This is particularly important when doing a weight training session, since there is a potential for injury when 

lifting relatively heavy loads if the muscle is not suitably warmed-up prior to lifting the prescribed training 

ght. Before commencing any session make sure you have warmed-up those muscles to be used. This can 

most easily be achieved by lifting a relatively light weight for each of the prescribed exercises (e.g. one that 

would allow 15 reps for that particular exercise) working through a full range of motion 

very specific stretch for the muscles about to be trained. Alternatively use some form of total body activity like 

jogging, skipping, rowing, etc. as a means of preparing the body and its major joints for the session. 

Weight training is based on the principle of "repetitions maximum", often simply abbreviated as “

defined as the maximum weight that a player can lift a certain number of times before

you can lift a given weight ten times and no more before fatiguing, then that weight will represent your 10RM 

 

Training loads are often based on a percentage of a player's 1RM (i.e. the maximum amount of weight that can 

be lifted for one repetition only). This is achieved by trial and error with the player completing a series of lifts 

while gradually increasing the weight.  However, the easiest method of prescribing the training load is to desi

the programme based on the number of repetitions to be completed for each set of a particular exercise. This 

means that if the prescribed intensity of effort is 4-6 reps per set and you use a weight that allows 8 reps, then 

ight. Conversely, if you could only complete 3 reps, then the weight is too heavy.

It is important that you make every effort to work with a load that allows you to complete the prescribed reps 

per set in this programme. This will be achieved through trial and error. Training with a load that allows you to 

complete the set easily will mean the muscles involved are being under loaded, so adjust the weight to allow 

you to work at the designated rep range. Intensity, which is expressed by the load used in wei

key variable that must be adhered to if you are to achieve improvements over time. 

Use the sample training diary in the back of this manual to record the completed sets and weight (kg) used for 

each exercise during each session you undertake. Photocopy as many copies of the diary as you need. 

Alternatively record your sessions in the diary provided by your gym. Keeping records will help you to monitor 

your progress and estimate the load to be used from one session to the next for each ex

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Number of Repetitions

The Number of Repetitions
Performed as a % of the 1RM Load
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ome isolation movements (i.e. single joint exercises like the bicep curls). These are prescribed to help you 

develop these smaller areas of muscle mass so that they will be able to contribute to other multi-joint exercises 

This is particularly important when doing a weight training session, since there is a potential for injury when 

up prior to lifting the prescribed training 

up those muscles to be used. This can 

most easily be achieved by lifting a relatively light weight for each of the prescribed exercises (e.g. one that 

cise) working through a full range of motion - this will also provide a 

very specific stretch for the muscles about to be trained. Alternatively use some form of total body activity like 

its major joints for the session.  

simply abbreviated as “RM”. This is 

defined as the maximum weight that a player can lift a certain number of times before fatiguing. For example, if 

you can lift a given weight ten times and no more before fatiguing, then that weight will represent your 10RM 

m amount of weight that can 

be lifted for one repetition only). This is achieved by trial and error with the player completing a series of lifts 

while gradually increasing the weight.  However, the easiest method of prescribing the training load is to design 

the programme based on the number of repetitions to be completed for each set of a particular exercise. This 

6 reps per set and you use a weight that allows 8 reps, then 

ight. Conversely, if you could only complete 3 reps, then the weight is too heavy. 

It is important that you make every effort to work with a load that allows you to complete the prescribed reps 

l and error. Training with a load that allows you to 

complete the set easily will mean the muscles involved are being under loaded, so adjust the weight to allow 

you to work at the designated rep range. Intensity, which is expressed by the load used in weight training, is a 

 

Use the sample training diary in the back of this manual to record the completed sets and weight (kg) used for 

rtake. Photocopy as many copies of the diary as you need. 

Alternatively record your sessions in the diary provided by your gym. Keeping records will help you to monitor 

your progress and estimate the load to be used from one session to the next for each exercise. 

 



 

IMPORTANT: 

 

 

It is important that you always 

for each set in order to ensure that you are training at the appropriate intensity (see illustration 

on previous page). This will also ensure that the actual weight being lifted is increasing with your 

improvements in strength. 

order to allow you to train at maximum intensity and also as

 

 

 

Do not make the mistake of lifting too much weight 

This is particularly important with lifts such as the 

is lifted incorrectly. In addition to this, 

 

1. Make sure you are refreshed and in a wakeful state before commencing a session (reduces injury 

potential). 

 

2. Ensure adequate rest inter

 

3. The actual load will obviously vary from one player to the next and should be between 60

your maximum for each lift

 

4. Don't try and train everything at once. This programme is designed to allow you to focus on various 

aspects of your physical preparation over a period of time 

results! 

 

Safety Considerations 

 

IMPORTANT 

 

 

The expectation is that you WIL

which provides supervision in the form of suitably qualified staff 

as a Fitness Leader or holds a degree in Sport Science

 

Do NOT attempt to do this programme 

how to perform each exercise correctly BEFORE attempting to start this programme.

 

If you have any pre-existing injury and/or chronic musculoskeletal condition (e.g. painful 

patella) then you MUST make your local Doctor aware of this so that arrangements can be 

made to modify this programme by a qualified physiotherapist or exercise physiologist.

 

If at any time during an exercise or training session you experience pain or discomfort....STOP 

THE ACTIVITY IMMEDIATELY AND SEEK ADVICE FROM YOUR GYM INSTRUCTOR OR SUPERVISOR.

 

 

Use of Belts 

 

Assuming that you do not have a history of back injury or pain it is recommended that you do not use belts 

when weight training. Instead you should concentrate 

musculature about the trunk (abdominals and erector spinae of the lower back). However, if the back 

musculature is strained, or if particularly heavy loads are to be lifted, then a belt should be worn to
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It is important that you always adjust the weight to comply with the number of reps prescribed 

in order to ensure that you are training at the appropriate intensity (see illustration 

). This will also ensure that the actual weight being lifted is increasing with your 

improvements in strength. This will necessitate that you train with a partner (as a "spotter") in 

order to allow you to train at maximum intensity and also as a safety precaution.

Do not make the mistake of lifting too much weight - use a load that allows you to maintain good technique. 

This is particularly important with lifts such as the back squat, since there is a potential for injury if the 

is lifted incorrectly. In addition to this, keep the following points in mind when doing your session in the gym:

Make sure you are refreshed and in a wakeful state before commencing a session (reduces injury 

Ensure adequate rest intervals between sets (allowing appropriate replenishment of energy).

The actual load will obviously vary from one player to the next and should be between 60

each lift (e.g. back squat, bench press, etc.)  

everything at once. This programme is designed to allow you to focus on various 

aspects of your physical preparation over a period of time - remember mixed training produces mixed 

The expectation is that you WILL undertake this training programme at a local fitness centre 

which provides supervision in the form of suitably qualified staff (i.e. someone who 

or holds a degree in Sport Science).  

Do NOT attempt to do this programme unsupervised. Ask your local fitness centre to show you 

how to perform each exercise correctly BEFORE attempting to start this programme.

existing injury and/or chronic musculoskeletal condition (e.g. painful 

e your local Doctor aware of this so that arrangements can be 

made to modify this programme by a qualified physiotherapist or exercise physiologist.

during an exercise or training session you experience pain or discomfort....STOP 

TY IMMEDIATELY AND SEEK ADVICE FROM YOUR GYM INSTRUCTOR OR SUPERVISOR.

have a history of back injury or pain it is recommended that you do not use belts 

when weight training. Instead you should concentrate on maintaining correct form 

(abdominals and erector spinae of the lower back). However, if the back 

musculature is strained, or if particularly heavy loads are to be lifted, then a belt should be worn to
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comply with the number of reps prescribed 

in order to ensure that you are training at the appropriate intensity (see illustration 

). This will also ensure that the actual weight being lifted is increasing with your 

This will necessitate that you train with a partner (as a "spotter") in 

a safety precaution. 

use a load that allows you to maintain good technique. 

, since there is a potential for injury if the exercise 

keep the following points in mind when doing your session in the gym: 

Make sure you are refreshed and in a wakeful state before commencing a session (reduces injury 

vals between sets (allowing appropriate replenishment of energy). 

The actual load will obviously vary from one player to the next and should be between 60-90% of 

everything at once. This programme is designed to allow you to focus on various 

remember mixed training produces mixed 

L undertake this training programme at a local fitness centre 

(i.e. someone who is accredited 

unsupervised. Ask your local fitness centre to show you 

how to perform each exercise correctly BEFORE attempting to start this programme. 

existing injury and/or chronic musculoskeletal condition (e.g. painful 

e your local Doctor aware of this so that arrangements can be 

made to modify this programme by a qualified physiotherapist or exercise physiologist. 

during an exercise or training session you experience pain or discomfort....STOP 

TY IMMEDIATELY AND SEEK ADVICE FROM YOUR GYM INSTRUCTOR OR SUPERVISOR. 

have a history of back injury or pain it is recommended that you do not use belts 

 (technique) and tensing the 

(abdominals and erector spinae of the lower back). However, if the back 

musculature is strained, or if particularly heavy loads are to be lifted, then a belt should be worn to reduce the 



sheering force on the vertebral column (i

Never sacrifice good technique for increased load

 

Use of Mirrors 

 

The first sign that those muscles being trained are fatigued is

for checking your technique and avoiding potential injury due to incorrect posture and form. Mirrors will help 

you to "feel" the appropriate body posture and technique associated with each exercise. 

 

Use of Spotters 

 

Whenever possible train with a partner

where the loads used are relatively high. Training partners can act as "spotters" and ensure that you avoid injury 

by assisting if you get into trouble when lifting heavy loads. Psychologically you are more likely to train to your 

full potential if you have a partner on hand to encourage and help you. The spotter must be aware of how many 

reps are to be completed and positioned so 

 

Recovery/Rest 

 

Between sets 

The amount of rest allowed between sets is strongly related to load; the heavier the loads lifted the longer the 

rest period between sets needed. In addition the size of the muscle mass involved in an exercise, combined with 

the relative load used, will also influence the rest needed between sets. For example, a core exercise like the 

bench press will generally require a longer recovery period than a secondary exercise like the bicep curl. This is 

because the larger muscle mass of the chest requires longer 

prescribed load while the smaller muscle mass of the bicep requires less time. As a result, there is some 

flexibility allowed in the recovery periods between each set. For example, you may feel the need to 

recovery period prescribed, or slightly longer, when working the large muscles of the legs (quads), and 

conversely you may use a slightly shorter recovery period than that prescribed when working the smaller 

muscles of the arms or shoulders. 

 

In the programme prescribed in this manual the rest period BETWEEN sets of each exercise has been set at 1

minutes. This is because we know from the research into weight training that this format, along with the load 

(RM range) prescribed, is conducive t

attempt the next set too quickly and without allowing adequate (partial) recovery for the energy system used on 

the previous set you may well find that you 

This may also result in injury due to poor technique resulting from a lack of neuromuscular control caused by 

fatigue and the lack of recovery. Conversely, if you wait too long before completing the next set then it is likely

that the degree of overload that you are placing on the muscle/s will be insufficient to produce the desired 

training effect.  

 

Between sessions 

Rest between sessions is vital for the body to produce positive adaptation to the previous training stimulus. 

means good quality rest (e.g. sleep) and eating the right kinds of food that will help to replenish energy stores 

taxed during training e.g. carbohydrate rich foods and protein for growth and repair of damaged muscle tissue. 

With respect to weight training we are primarily targeting the use of our short

system), which is used for relatively short duration high intensity activity...such as weight training. This energy 

system has the ability to restore used energy (ATP/CP) 

recovery from one session to the next this programme has scheduled a minimum 48 hours between sessions 

training the same muscle mass. Keep in mind that ANY other form of activity using the same muscle mas

using these same energy stores, so if you do an endurance session involving the legs either the day before OR 

day after a scheduled lower body weight training session you may feel some fatigue in those muscles because 

they have not had adequate time to recover. 
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sheering force on the vertebral column (i.e. the back bone or spine) by increasing the intra

Never sacrifice good technique for increased load. 

The first sign that those muscles being trained are fatigued is incorrect technique. Mirrors are particularly useful 

for checking your technique and avoiding potential injury due to incorrect posture and form. Mirrors will help 

you to "feel" the appropriate body posture and technique associated with each exercise. 

Whenever possible train with a partner. This is particularly important when completing "strength" type sessions 

where the loads used are relatively high. Training partners can act as "spotters" and ensure that you avoid injury 

if you get into trouble when lifting heavy loads. Psychologically you are more likely to train to your 

full potential if you have a partner on hand to encourage and help you. The spotter must be aware of how many 

reps are to be completed and positioned so that they can help "spot" the weight effectively if needed.

The amount of rest allowed between sets is strongly related to load; the heavier the loads lifted the longer the 

rest period between sets needed. In addition the size of the muscle mass involved in an exercise, combined with 

so influence the rest needed between sets. For example, a core exercise like the 

bench press will generally require a longer recovery period than a secondary exercise like the bicep curl. This is 

larger muscle mass of the chest requires longer to recover before repeating the exercise with the 

prescribed load while the smaller muscle mass of the bicep requires less time. As a result, there is some 

flexibility allowed in the recovery periods between each set. For example, you may feel the need to 

recovery period prescribed, or slightly longer, when working the large muscles of the legs (quads), and 

conversely you may use a slightly shorter recovery period than that prescribed when working the smaller 

 

In the programme prescribed in this manual the rest period BETWEEN sets of each exercise has been set at 1

minutes. This is because we know from the research into weight training that this format, along with the load 

(RM range) prescribed, is conducive to improvements in muscle mass and general strength. However, if you 

attempt the next set too quickly and without allowing adequate (partial) recovery for the energy system used on 

the previous set you may well find that you cannot complete the number of reps with the prescribed weight. 

due to poor technique resulting from a lack of neuromuscular control caused by 

fatigue and the lack of recovery. Conversely, if you wait too long before completing the next set then it is likely

that the degree of overload that you are placing on the muscle/s will be insufficient to produce the desired 

Rest between sessions is vital for the body to produce positive adaptation to the previous training stimulus. 

sleep) and eating the right kinds of food that will help to replenish energy stores 

taxed during training e.g. carbohydrate rich foods and protein for growth and repair of damaged muscle tissue. 

ining we are primarily targeting the use of our short-term energy system (the ATP/CP 

system), which is used for relatively short duration high intensity activity...such as weight training. This energy 

system has the ability to restore used energy (ATP/CP) quite quickly. However, in order to ensure complete 

recovery from one session to the next this programme has scheduled a minimum 48 hours between sessions 

muscle mass. Keep in mind that ANY other form of activity using the same muscle mas

using these same energy stores, so if you do an endurance session involving the legs either the day before OR 

day after a scheduled lower body weight training session you may feel some fatigue in those muscles because 

ime to recover.  
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the back bone or spine) by increasing the intra-abdominal pressure. 

incorrect technique. Mirrors are particularly useful 

for checking your technique and avoiding potential injury due to incorrect posture and form. Mirrors will help 

you to "feel" the appropriate body posture and technique associated with each exercise.  

. This is particularly important when completing "strength" type sessions 

where the loads used are relatively high. Training partners can act as "spotters" and ensure that you avoid injury 

if you get into trouble when lifting heavy loads. Psychologically you are more likely to train to your 

full potential if you have a partner on hand to encourage and help you. The spotter must be aware of how many 

that they can help "spot" the weight effectively if needed. 

The amount of rest allowed between sets is strongly related to load; the heavier the loads lifted the longer the 

rest period between sets needed. In addition the size of the muscle mass involved in an exercise, combined with 

so influence the rest needed between sets. For example, a core exercise like the 

bench press will generally require a longer recovery period than a secondary exercise like the bicep curl. This is 

to recover before repeating the exercise with the 

prescribed load while the smaller muscle mass of the bicep requires less time. As a result, there is some 

flexibility allowed in the recovery periods between each set. For example, you may feel the need to use the full 

recovery period prescribed, or slightly longer, when working the large muscles of the legs (quads), and 

conversely you may use a slightly shorter recovery period than that prescribed when working the smaller 

In the programme prescribed in this manual the rest period BETWEEN sets of each exercise has been set at 1-5 

minutes. This is because we know from the research into weight training that this format, along with the load 

o improvements in muscle mass and general strength. However, if you 

attempt the next set too quickly and without allowing adequate (partial) recovery for the energy system used on 

ps with the prescribed weight. 

due to poor technique resulting from a lack of neuromuscular control caused by 

fatigue and the lack of recovery. Conversely, if you wait too long before completing the next set then it is likely 

that the degree of overload that you are placing on the muscle/s will be insufficient to produce the desired 

Rest between sessions is vital for the body to produce positive adaptation to the previous training stimulus. This 

sleep) and eating the right kinds of food that will help to replenish energy stores 

taxed during training e.g. carbohydrate rich foods and protein for growth and repair of damaged muscle tissue. 

term energy system (the ATP/CP 

system), which is used for relatively short duration high intensity activity...such as weight training. This energy 

quite quickly. However, in order to ensure complete 

recovery from one session to the next this programme has scheduled a minimum 48 hours between sessions 

muscle mass. Keep in mind that ANY other form of activity using the same muscle mass will be 

using these same energy stores, so if you do an endurance session involving the legs either the day before OR 

day after a scheduled lower body weight training session you may feel some fatigue in those muscles because 



The table below shows how the training format (e.g. reps, sets, load, etc.) can be manipulated to produce 

differing results depending on the objective of the programme (e.g. increased muscle mass). 

 

Note that “power” is not included in t

on developing  an appropriate base of muscle mass and general strength 

upon which more advanced resistance training techniques can be introduced

basic lifts and adapted to the programme in this manual

 

TRAINING 

OBJECTIVE 

LOAD 

Increased 

Muscle Mass 
Heavy/Medium

Specific  

Strength 
Heavy 

Muscular 

Endurance 
Light 

*ALWAYS warm-up before commencing a workout and cool

 
 

OFF-SEASON 
(June-September 
 

EXERCISES:  

 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE = Muscle Mass and Basic Strength 
 

This programme format will commence from Monday 
 
Warm-up and stretch prior to each session and stretch afterwards.

 
EXERCISES (x 8 per session):    

 

Ideally you should train at a commercial gym where 

is a relatively simple programme and one that you 

a basic weight training set up if you

decide to do then always try to train with a partner and don’t be afraid to as

players (i.e. who have been weight training for several years) 

doing an exercise correctly or not. Read the safety tips and

understand what you should do to get the most out of your weight training while also training safely.
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shows how the training format (e.g. reps, sets, load, etc.) can be manipulated to produce 

differing results depending on the objective of the programme (e.g. increased muscle mass). 

included in this summary since the programme provided in this manual 

an appropriate base of muscle mass and general strength – these will form the foundation 

upon which more advanced resistance training techniques can be introduced once you ha

basic lifts and adapted to the programme in this manual. 

REP 

RANGE 

SET 

RANGE 

REP 

SPEED 

Heavy/Medium 8-12 2-5 Slow/Medium 

3-6 4-6 Slow 

15-25 1-3 Fast 

up before commencing a workout and cool-down and stretch afterwards

SEASON  
ember 2010) 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE = Muscle Mass and Basic Strength Development

This programme format will commence from Monday 31st May.  

up and stretch prior to each session and stretch afterwards. 

Ideally you should train at a commercial gym where qualified staff can help supervise you

is a relatively simple programme and one that you may be able to do at your own c

a basic weight training set up if you don’t have the option of going to a “proper” gym. If this is what you 

hen always try to train with a partner and don’t be afraid to ask the more experienced 

players (i.e. who have been weight training for several years) for help if you are not quite sure if you are 

doing an exercise correctly or not. Read the safety tips and guidelines on the previous

understand what you should do to get the most out of your weight training while also training safely.
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shows how the training format (e.g. reps, sets, load, etc.) can be manipulated to produce 

differing results depending on the objective of the programme (e.g. increased muscle mass).  

the programme provided in this manual is focused 

these will form the foundation 

once you have mastered the 

REST 

BETWEEN 

SETS 

 1.5-2 minutes 

3-5 minutes 

30sec-1 

minute 

stretch afterwards. 

Development 

supervise you. However, this 

your own club if it has even just 

don’t have the option of going to a “proper” gym. If this is what you 

k the more experienced 

for help if you are not quite sure if you are 

previous pages to help you 

understand what you should do to get the most out of your weight training while also training safely. 



 

Day 1 

Back squat 

Bench press 

Dumbbell (or barbell) Lunge 

Lat pulldown 

Upright row 

Lateral cable shoulder raise 

Dumbbell concentration curl

Sit-ups 3 x 30 

 

 

 

 

Week 

 

No. of 

Sets Per 

Exercise 

Rep Range

(load) Per Set

1 2 

2 3 

3 3 

4 3 

5* 2 

6 3 

7 3 

8 3 

9 4 12, 8, 8, 8

10* 2 

11 3 

12 4 12, 8, 8, 8

13 4 12, 8, 8, 8

14 4 10, 8, 8, 10

15 4 10, 8, 8. 10+

16* 2 

# 
= Does not included frog push and sit

+
 = lift 10

Note:  The total number of sets per workout 

any abdominal work is done at the completion of the session.
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Day 2 

Frog push-ups 3 x 12 

Incline dumbbell press  

 One arm dumbbell row 

Shrugs (bar held behind back) Flat d

Seated dumbbell shoulder press Bent over row

 Straight bar bicep curl Bicep 

Dumbbell concentration curl Tricep Dips Lying tricep extensions

Crunches 3 x 30 Back Raises 3 x 

 

Rep Range 

(load) Per Set 

Total  Reps 

Per 

Workout
#
 

Total Sets 

Per  

Workout 

Rest 

Between 

Sets 

12-15 120-168 16 

12-15 216-315 24 

12-15 216-315 24 

12-15 216-315 24 

10 120-140 16 

12, 10, 8 180-210 24 

12, 10, 8 180-210 24 

12, 10, 8 180-210 24 

12, 8, 8, 8 216-252 32 

10 120-140 16 

12, 8, 8 168-196 24 

12, 8, 8, 8 216-252 32 

12, 8, 8, 8 216-252 32 

10, 8, 8, 10+ 216-252 32 

10, 8, 8. 10+ 216-252 32 

10 120-140 16 

* = Recovery (unloading) week 

= Does not included frog push and sit-up/back raises

= lift 10-15% more weight than the first set of 10 

 

The total number of sets per workout includes the work done on sit-ups and back raises. Make sure 

any abdominal work is done at the completion of the session. 
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Day 3 

Split squat 

 Bench press 

Dead lift 

Flat dumbbell flyes 

Bent over row 

Bicep Hammer Curl 

Lying tricep extensions 

Back Raises 3 x 15 

 

Rest 

Between 

Sets (min) 

Movement 

Speed 

1-2 2-0-2 

2-3 2-0-2 

2-3 2-1-2 

2-3 2-1-2 

1-2 2-0-2 

3-5 2-1-2 

3-5 2-1-2 

3-5 2-1-2 

2-5 2-1-2 

1-2 2-0-2 

1-2 2-1-2 

2-5 2-1-2 

2-5 2-1-2 

3-5 2-1-2 

3-5 2-1-2 

1-2 2-0-2 

up/back raises 

 

ups and back raises. Make sure 



Sprint (Speed) Training
 

Speed is an essential pre-requisite for every 

premium on players who have skill, speed and the ability to react quickly and appropriately to what they see in 

front of them. The offensive and defensive plays, which make up the greatest part of any game, require players 

to accelerate very quickly over relatively short distances

game, sometimes with minimal rest periods between efforts

 

Speed is the ability to move quickly and 

reaction time, speed of muscle contraction

These qualities can all be improved with the appropriate training techniques.

 

To develop speed for rugby union, the sprint training programme should c

 

 

 èèèè Techniques for increas

     

 èèèè Improvement of reaction time.

     

  èèèè Improvement of acceleration time

    

  èèèè Improved speed endurance

   Distance before fatiguing and drop in velocity)

    

 èèèè  Improvement of running efficiency (i

 

 èèèè The ability to accelerate from a range of starting positions (e.g. off the ground, on knees, 

   etc.) and/or speeds (e.g. walking, jogging, back peddling, etc.)

 

 

Examples of training methods that can improve the above areas are:

 

Acceleration Sprints:  

Over distances covered in less than 

run distances of 5-40m. The emphasis here is on accelerating as rapidly as possible, i

should also include various starting positions, e

of movement e.g. walking to sprint, back peddling to forward sprint, jog and turn to sprint, etc. Backs would also 

need to do sprints and movements reflecting open play e.g.

carrier) and �sprint again over 60

 

It is important to note that there is a strong relationship between the amount of force produced during the 

acceleration phase and actual running velocit

strength, thus emphasising the need for maximal strength training loads to be employed in the gym.

need to overcome inertia (i.e. the resistance 

“starting strength” to help accelerate their body as quickly as possible from a stationary position.

in mind when working in the gym and make every effort to work to your full potential within any rep

prescribed in your weight training programme.

 

In order to improve sprint performance and maximise the transfer of strength gains achieved in the gym, sprint 

training needs to be performed throughout the training year. Initially the focus will be on improving sprint 

technique, followed by (progressive)

you have to run FAST. 
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Sprint (Speed) Training
requisite for every rugby player in order to play top grade rugby 

premium on players who have skill, speed and the ability to react quickly and appropriately to what they see in 

The offensive and defensive plays, which make up the greatest part of any game, require players 

y over relatively short distances and to be able to do this repeatedly throughout the 

game, sometimes with minimal rest periods between efforts.  

Speed is the ability to move quickly and efficiently, and is dependent upon a range of qualities including, 

eaction time, speed of muscle contraction, flexibility, dynamic balance and running technique

be improved with the appropriate training techniques. 

, the sprint training programme should contain work in the following areas:

ncreasing stride rate (i.e. the number of strides per second) and

     

Improvement of reaction time.  

    

Improvement of acceleration time (i.e. starting strength).  

Improved speed endurance (i.e. the ability to maintain top speed for extended 

Distance before fatiguing and drop in velocity).   

Improvement of running efficiency (i.e. technique). 

The ability to accelerate from a range of starting positions (e.g. off the ground, on knees, 

etc.) and/or speeds (e.g. walking, jogging, back peddling, etc.) 

Examples of training methods that can improve the above areas are: 

ver distances covered in less than 3-8 seconds. Backs should run distances of 10-

40m. The emphasis here is on accelerating as rapidly as possible, i

ting positions, e.g. lying down, kneeling, standing, etc.

of movement e.g. walking to sprint, back peddling to forward sprint, jog and turn to sprint, etc. Backs would also 

need to do sprints and movements reflecting open play e.g. jog�sprint�back off (simulating supporting a ball 

sprint again over 60-70 metres, etc. 

It is important to note that there is a strong relationship between the amount of force produced during the 

acceleration phase and actual running velocity (speed). This particular quality demands a high degree of 

strength, thus emphasising the need for maximal strength training loads to be employed in the gym.

need to overcome inertia (i.e. the resistance of your mass to movement) and thus need to 

“starting strength” to help accelerate their body as quickly as possible from a stationary position.

in mind when working in the gym and make every effort to work to your full potential within any rep

weight training programme.  

In order to improve sprint performance and maximise the transfer of strength gains achieved in the gym, sprint 

training needs to be performed throughout the training year. Initially the focus will be on improving sprint 

technique, followed by (progressive) increases in sprint intensity. Ultimately, in order to improve sprint speed 
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Sprint (Speed) Training 
in order to play top grade rugby union. Coaches place a 

premium on players who have skill, speed and the ability to react quickly and appropriately to what they see in 

The offensive and defensive plays, which make up the greatest part of any game, require players 

and to be able to do this repeatedly throughout the 

a range of qualities including, 

and running technique/mechanics. 

ontain work in the following areas: 

e number of strides per second) and length.  

   

(i.e. the ability to maintain top speed for extended  

   

The ability to accelerate from a range of starting positions (e.g. off the ground, on knees,  

70m; while forwards should 

40m. The emphasis here is on accelerating as rapidly as possible, i.e. explosively. These drills 

etc. and from different forms 

of movement e.g. walking to sprint, back peddling to forward sprint, jog and turn to sprint, etc. Backs would also 

back off (simulating supporting a ball 

It is important to note that there is a strong relationship between the amount of force produced during the 

y (speed). This particular quality demands a high degree of 

strength, thus emphasising the need for maximal strength training loads to be employed in the gym. Players 

of your mass to movement) and thus need to develop their 

“starting strength” to help accelerate their body as quickly as possible from a stationary position. Keep this point 

in mind when working in the gym and make every effort to work to your full potential within any rep-range 

In order to improve sprint performance and maximise the transfer of strength gains achieved in the gym, sprint 

training needs to be performed throughout the training year. Initially the focus will be on improving sprint 

increases in sprint intensity. Ultimately, in order to improve sprint speed 



 

Agility Sprints:  

Sprints over short distances using movement patterns used during a game, e

(stepping and/or swerve), obstacle runs around markers or cones. These drills should replicate the movement 

patterns that are typical of the various positions on a team and can incorporate the use of a ball, e

on 2, 2 on 2, 3on 3, etc. 

 

Reaction Drills:  

Responding to either hand signals, 

incorporate the use of a ball). This is a particularly important aspect of play and can be trained just like any 

other quality. As with agility sprints 

against opposition (defence or attack) to help develop their ability to “read” 

they are competing in. 

 

Assisted and Resisted Sprints:  

This form of speed training uses a number of techniques to improve leg strength and stride frequency. For 

example, incline sprints over distances of 40

strength (typically conducted in the pre

strength – just note that it is counterproductive to use too much resistance that the runner has to work against 

as it increases the ground contact time causing

lean of the body and slows the arm action

speed (stride frequency). Working with assisted sprint harnesses, which are a bit like working with a rubber 

band, will also help improve the neuromuscular coordination needed for increased leg speed. Each of the 

techniques should only be used under strict supervision and after an appropriate warm

stretching period. However, each of these techniques

potential to contribute to an improvement in sprint performance.

 

Speed Endurance: 

Speed endurance drills are not designed to help you run faster but rather to prevent you from slowing down 

while completing repeated sprints. These drills allow you to maintain maximum speed for a longer distance 

before slowing down and to complete repeated short sprints with minimal rest between efforts. These drills are 

conducted at 80-95% of maximum speed over distances of

conducted during our off-season and pre

a relaxed but efficient running technique over these longer distances 

fatigue it will contribute to a reduction in overall acceleration and speed.

 

Technique Work:  

Increasing strength alone will not improve your sprinting ability unless it is integrated into an efficient and 

functional sprinting technique. Corr

will run. Some points to watch are:

 

  

  1. Use a strong arm action 

   

  2. Don't use an exaggerated arm swing across th

   body). However, there will need to be some slight arm movement across the 

   body in order to compensate for the hip rotation caused by leg extension. 

 

  3. Try to keep a solid (stable) upper torso 

   production in a forward direction. 
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Sprints over short distances using movement patterns used during a game, e.g. changing direction at speed 

le runs around markers or cones. These drills should replicate the movement 

patterns that are typical of the various positions on a team and can incorporate the use of a ball, e

sponding to either hand signals, voice commands or visual cues while running at varying speeds (and can 

This is a particularly important aspect of play and can be trained just like any 

As with agility sprints described above players can perform various offensive and defensive drills 

against opposition (defence or attack) to help develop their ability to “read” and “react” to the environment 

eed training uses a number of techniques to improve leg strength and stride frequency. For 

example, incline sprints over distances of 40-70m at an incline of approximately 2

strength (typically conducted in the pre-season period). Harness sprints are also very good for developing leg 

just note that it is counterproductive to use too much resistance that the runner has to work against 

es the ground contact time causing the knee joint angle to increase, prod

lean of the body and slows the arm action. Running down a decline of approximately 2

speed (stride frequency). Working with assisted sprint harnesses, which are a bit like working with a rubber 

o help improve the neuromuscular coordination needed for increased leg speed. Each of the 

techniques should only be used under strict supervision and after an appropriate warm

stretching period. However, each of these techniques, if used as a regular part of a structured routine,

potential to contribute to an improvement in sprint performance. 

Speed endurance drills are not designed to help you run faster but rather to prevent you from slowing down 

g repeated sprints. These drills allow you to maintain maximum speed for a longer distance 

before slowing down and to complete repeated short sprints with minimal rest between efforts. These drills are 

95% of maximum speed over distances of between 100-200 metres and will typically be 

season and pre-season programme. During these drills it is still important to focus on 

a relaxed but efficient running technique over these longer distances – if running mechanics deter

fatigue it will contribute to a reduction in overall acceleration and speed. 

Increasing strength alone will not improve your sprinting ability unless it is integrated into an efficient and 

functional sprinting technique. Correct form while running plays a large part in determining just how fast you 

will run. Some points to watch are: 

Use a strong arm action - emphasise is on driving the opposing arm

Don't use an exaggerated arm swing across the body (i.e. minimise rotation of the   

body). However, there will need to be some slight arm movement across the 

body in order to compensate for the hip rotation caused by leg extension. 

Try to keep a solid (stable) upper torso - this contributes to maximising force

production in a forward direction.  
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changing direction at speed 

le runs around markers or cones. These drills should replicate the movement 

patterns that are typical of the various positions on a team and can incorporate the use of a ball, e.g. 2 on 1, 3 

while running at varying speeds (and can 

This is a particularly important aspect of play and can be trained just like any 

described above players can perform various offensive and defensive drills 

and “react” to the environment 

eed training uses a number of techniques to improve leg strength and stride frequency. For 

70m at an incline of approximately 2-5
o
 will help to improve leg 

). Harness sprints are also very good for developing leg 

just note that it is counterproductive to use too much resistance that the runner has to work against 

the knee joint angle to increase, produces excessive forward 

. Running down a decline of approximately 2-5
o
 will help improve leg 

speed (stride frequency). Working with assisted sprint harnesses, which are a bit like working with a rubber 

o help improve the neuromuscular coordination needed for increased leg speed. Each of the 

techniques should only be used under strict supervision and after an appropriate warm-up and (dynamic) 

as a regular part of a structured routine, has the 

Speed endurance drills are not designed to help you run faster but rather to prevent you from slowing down 

g repeated sprints. These drills allow you to maintain maximum speed for a longer distance 

before slowing down and to complete repeated short sprints with minimal rest between efforts. These drills are 

200 metres and will typically be 

During these drills it is still important to focus on 

if running mechanics deteriorates with 

Increasing strength alone will not improve your sprinting ability unless it is integrated into an efficient and 

ect form while running plays a large part in determining just how fast you 

emphasise is on driving the opposing arm/elbow  backwards. 

minimise rotation of the    

body). However, there will need to be some slight arm movement across the  

body in order to compensate for the hip rotation caused by leg extension.  

ibutes to maximising force 

Continued over…   



   

 4. Drive forward not upwards (i

   cause your upper body to lean backwards making it almost impossible

    hip extension force throughout the range of motion). Keep your hips and

   shoulders on the same plane.

 

  5.  Get into your stride quickly and extend the legs on each stride. 

 

  6. Minimise ground contact time.

 

 

Note: If you have access to a synthetic athletic track yo

pre-season sprint training. However, if you have not run on this kind of surface previously it may produce shin 

pain (possibly shin splints, etc.). If it does then rev

runs, etc. and see your physio. Ultimately your sprint 

wearing your football boots, as you do during play.

 

Plyometrics: 

Plyometrics are a useful method of improving leg strength and power associated with sprinting activities. These 

drills allow you to overload the body in very specific ways that relate to match activi

a series of exercises that invoke a 

contraction. If used properly plyometric exercises

It has also been suggested that plyometrics is a system of training that effectivel

strength and speed training and emphasises 

player.  

 

The key to plyometric training is the rapid pre

a forceful concentric (i.e. shortening of the muscle) contraction of the muscle in the opposite direction. Any 

delay in the transition from the pre

movement. Because these exercises produce an eccentric muscle contraction (i

is lengthening), muscle soreness and sometimes injury are possible. 

 

Before starting on a programme of plyometrics, players should have a reasonable level of general fitness, which 

will include an adequate level of flexibility, strength and sprinting ability. It is important that a good pair of 

training shoes be worn, that have

approximately a 1km jog followed by 10 minutes of 

and the lower back is necessary prior to completing any plyometric drills.

 

When these drills are incorporated into 

volume, low intensity activities during the pre

should be modified for players with 

 

Plyometric Training - tips before you "jump"

 

 

  èèèè  Remember that there is a strong relationship between strength and power, in      

   other words, in order to be 

 

 èèèè Plyometric training 

   development of any training programme, i

      recovery, etc. Progressive increases in number of contacts and intensity of 

   activity should be applied 
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Drive forward not upwards (i.e. don't over emphasise knee lift - high knee lift will      

cause your upper body to lean backwards making it almost impossible

hip extension force throughout the range of motion). Keep your hips and

shoulders on the same plane. 

Get into your stride quickly and extend the legs on each stride.  

Minimise ground contact time. 

a synthetic athletic track you should buy a pair of sprint spikes 

However, if you have not run on this kind of surface previously it may produce shin 

pain (possibly shin splints, etc.). If it does then revert back to your normal training shoes used for endurance 

Ultimately your sprint work should be conducted on a grassed surface while 

, as you do during play. 

method of improving leg strength and power associated with sprinting activities. These 

drills allow you to overload the body in very specific ways that relate to match activi

invoke a rapid eccentric contraction followed immediately by a forceful concentric 

If used properly plyometric exercises can produce similar results to certain types of weight training. 

It has also been suggested that plyometrics is a system of training that effectivel

strength and speed training and emphasises explosive reactive power - this is an important quality for any rugby 

The key to plyometric training is the rapid pre-stretching of the muscle which must be followed 

shortening of the muscle) contraction of the muscle in the opposite direction. Any 

delay in the transition from the pre-stretch to the forceful concentric contraction will reduce the power of the 

cises produce an eccentric muscle contraction (i.e. the muscle contracts while it 

is lengthening), muscle soreness and sometimes injury are possible.  

Before starting on a programme of plyometrics, players should have a reasonable level of general fitness, which 

will include an adequate level of flexibility, strength and sprinting ability. It is important that a good pair of 

have shock absorbing soles and heels. A suitable warm

approximately a 1km jog followed by 10 minutes of static and dynamic stretching for the upper and lower legs, 

and the lower back is necessary prior to completing any plyometric drills. 

hen these drills are incorporated into your training programme the emphasis should

volume, low intensity activities during the pre-season, to low volume, high intensity drills in

be modified for players with injuries, etc. 

tips before you "jump" 

Remember that there is a strong relationship between strength and power, in      

other words, in order to be "powerful" a high degree of strength is necessary.

Plyometric training must follow the same training principles used in           

development of any training programme, i.e. overload, specificity, variety and 

recovery, etc. Progressive increases in number of contacts and intensity of 

activity should be applied over time. If you increase the volume and/or intensity 
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high knee lift will       

cause your upper body to lean backwards making it almost impossible to apply 

hip extension force throughout the range of motion). Keep your hips and 

sprint spikes and use these in your 

However, if you have not run on this kind of surface previously it may produce shin 

ert back to your normal training shoes used for endurance 

should be conducted on a grassed surface while 

method of improving leg strength and power associated with sprinting activities. These 

drills allow you to overload the body in very specific ways that relate to match activities. Plyometrics are simply 

ontraction followed immediately by a forceful concentric 

can produce similar results to certain types of weight training. 

It has also been suggested that plyometrics is a system of training that effectively bridges the gap between 

this is an important quality for any rugby 

stretching of the muscle which must be followed immediately by 

shortening of the muscle) contraction of the muscle in the opposite direction. Any 

stretch to the forceful concentric contraction will reduce the power of the 

the muscle contracts while it 

Before starting on a programme of plyometrics, players should have a reasonable level of general fitness, which 

will include an adequate level of flexibility, strength and sprinting ability. It is important that a good pair of 

shock absorbing soles and heels. A suitable warm-up, comprising 

stretching for the upper and lower legs, 

should be on moving from high 

season, to low volume, high intensity drills in-season. Exercises 

Remember that there is a strong relationship between strength and power, in       

a high degree of strength is necessary. 

must follow the same training principles used in            

overload, specificity, variety and  

recovery, etc. Progressive increases in number of contacts and intensity of  

. If you increase the volume and/or intensity  

             Continued over…   



   

  too quickly you will possibly experience soreness in the lower 

    or knees. Should this happen reduce the number of ground contacts and 

  until the body has had time to adapt.

 

  èèèè A key factor in plyometric training is the reduction of ground contact time. By 

   reducing the amount of time spent

   more force and utilise the stored elastic energy developed during the pre

   stretching phase (i

 

     èèèè Rest and recovery is necessary if the explosive quality

      maintained. On this basis plyometric exercises should only be performed early 

   in the session when you are relatively fresh. Don't do plyometric exercises after 

   a heavy weight training session

 

    èèèè In order to ensure the maximum benefit and quality of the session rest periods 

   of between 3-5 minutes between sets should be imposed. 

 

 

Descriptions of some typical plyometric drills are provided below. 

 

Leap-Frog: from a squatting position, jump forcibly into the air, trying to reach upwards and forwards as far as 

possible. 

 

Hopping: hopping on one leg try to gain as much height and distance as possible. Take

leg. When landing the leg should be fully extended. This is a high intensity exercise typically used in

not recommended for forwards due to their higher body weight and the stress it can place on ankle and knee 

joints. 

 

Bounding Strides: striding forward while trying to 

 

Bounding Drives: similar to bounding strides, but the emphasis is on jumping up in an effort to gain height only.

 

Depth Jumps: jump from a box or platform about 1/2 to 1 metre high, on landing bend

immediately upwards onto a second box.

 

Sample plyometric routine: 

 

Exercise 

Bounding Strides 

Leap Frog 

Bounding Drives 

Hopping 

 

 

Sample of short fast sprint training sessions:

 

Sample A Intensity of effort:

Length of work period:

Length of recovery period:

Work to recovery ratio:
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too quickly you will possibly experience soreness in the lower back, lower 

or knees. Should this happen reduce the number of ground contacts and 

until the body has had time to adapt. 

A key factor in plyometric training is the reduction of ground contact time. By 

reducing the amount of time spent in contact with the ground you will develop

more force and utilise the stored elastic energy developed during the pre

stretching phase (i.e. the eccentric contraction) of the movement. 

Rest and recovery is necessary if the explosive quality of the session is to be 

maintained. On this basis plyometric exercises should only be performed early 

in the session when you are relatively fresh. Don't do plyometric exercises after 

a heavy weight training session but you could do them before a heavy weights session

In order to ensure the maximum benefit and quality of the session rest periods 

5 minutes between sets should be imposed.  

Descriptions of some typical plyometric drills are provided below.  

: from a squatting position, jump forcibly into the air, trying to reach upwards and forwards as far as 

: hopping on one leg try to gain as much height and distance as possible. Take

ld be fully extended. This is a high intensity exercise typically used in

due to their higher body weight and the stress it can place on ankle and knee 

: striding forward while trying to gain as much height and horizontal

similar to bounding strides, but the emphasis is on jumping up in an effort to gain height only.

: jump from a box or platform about 1/2 to 1 metre high, on landing bend

immediately upwards onto a second box. 

Distance/Reps Sets Rest Between Sets

Over 40 metres x 4 reps 

10 reps 

Over 30 metres x 4 reps 

5-10 reps each leg 

2 

4 

2 

2-3 

2 minutes

3-

5 minutes

5 minutes

Sample of short fast sprint training sessions: 

Intensity of effort:  100% (maximum effort for each repetition)

Length of work period:  1-7 seconds 

Length of recovery period: 60-120 seconds 

Work to recovery ratio:  1:5 - 1:10 
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back, lower leg region, ankles  

or knees. Should this happen reduce the number of ground contacts and intensity of exercise   

A key factor in plyometric training is the reduction of ground contact time. By  

in contact with the ground you will develop 

more force and utilise the stored elastic energy developed during the pre- 

 

of the session is to be  

maintained. On this basis plyometric exercises should only be performed early  

in the session when you are relatively fresh. Don't do plyometric exercises after  

fore a heavy weights session. 

In order to ensure the maximum benefit and quality of the session rest periods  

: from a squatting position, jump forcibly into the air, trying to reach upwards and forwards as far as 

: hopping on one leg try to gain as much height and distance as possible. Take-off and land on the same 

ld be fully extended. This is a high intensity exercise typically used in-season - it is 

due to their higher body weight and the stress it can place on ankle and knee 

horizontal distance as possible. 

similar to bounding strides, but the emphasis is on jumping up in an effort to gain height only. 

: jump from a box or platform about 1/2 to 1 metre high, on landing bend the knees and jump 

Rest Between Sets 

2 minutes 

-5 minutes 

5 minutes 

5 minutes 

100% (maximum effort for each repetition) 



 

Example - Warm-up and (static/dynamic) 

 

REPS DISTANCE

10 40m 

Cool-down 

 

 

Sample B Intensity of effort:

Length of work period:

Length of recovery period:

Work to recovery ratio: 

 

Example -  Intensity: 100/90 (%) x 13.0 sec (best time for 100m) = 14.5 sec for each 100m repeat

 

Warm-up and stretch before commencing:

 

REPS DISTANCE

5 

5 

5 

50m 

100m

50m 

Cool-down 

 

Since these sprints are conducted over a relatively short time span, the energy system developed will be 

primarily the phosphagen system (i

there will be some carryover to the lactic acid system. In order to reduce the influence of the lactic acid system 

it is important that minimal activity be c

rapid replenishment of the phosphagen energy system.
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(static/dynamic) stretch before commencing: 

DISTANCE TIME WORK to RECOVERY RATIO

 5.5 sec 1:10     (60 sec)

Intensity of effort:  85-90% of your best 100m time 

Length of work period:  5-30 seconds 

Length of recovery period: 15-90 seconds 

Work to recovery ratio:   1:3 

Intensity: 100/90 (%) x 13.0 sec (best time for 100m) = 14.5 sec for each 100m repeat

up and stretch before commencing: 

DISTANCE TIME WORK to RECOVERY RATIO

 

100m 

 

7.5 sec 

14.5 sec 

7.5 sec 

1:3 (25 sec)

1:3 (45 sec)

1:3 (25 sec)

Since these sprints are conducted over a relatively short time span, the energy system developed will be 

phosphagen system (i.e. the energy source used for high energy power type activities).   However, 

there will be some carryover to the lactic acid system. In order to reduce the influence of the lactic acid system 

it is important that minimal activity be conducted during the rest period, this will also contribute to the more 

rapid replenishment of the phosphagen energy system. 
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WORK to RECOVERY RATIO 

1:10     (60 sec) 

Intensity: 100/90 (%) x 13.0 sec (best time for 100m) = 14.5 sec for each 100m repeat 

WORK to RECOVERY RATIO 

1:3 (25 sec) 

1:3 (45 sec) 

1:3 (25 sec) 

Since these sprints are conducted over a relatively short time span, the energy system developed will be 

the energy source used for high energy power type activities).   However, 

there will be some carryover to the lactic acid system. In order to reduce the influence of the lactic acid system 

onducted during the rest period, this will also contribute to the more 



Endurance & Interval Training
 

Stamina or endurance training, is an essential part of a player's preparation for football.  In 

period of at least 80 minutes, all players must develop this component long before competition begins.  It is not 

possible to perform repetitive sprints and skills such as tackling, unless a player possesses a solid aerobic 

foundation that will allow for rapid recovery from such activities. In addition, a well developed level of aerobic 

fitness will allow you to tolerate higher volumes of training and delay the onset of general fatigue.

 

A high level of endurance is a direct reflection o

of moderate intensity, i.e. exercise of a continuous nature, which produces a heart rate of bet

beats per minute. This is influenced by the ca

system and the characteristics of the muscles involved in the activity.

 

Like all other aspects of fitness, this component can be improved by the appropriate method of training.  If 

conducted properly, there will be a number o

player. In short, physical activity of a sub

too hard will be relatively easier to perform. This will be reflected in a

was produced before aerobic training began.

 

Guidelines for Aerobic Training: 

 

To develop aerobic endurance, you must perform a continuous activity related to 

there are a number of activities that can be labelled "aerobic" in nature, running is the most consistent with the 

performance of rugby skills. There may well be times when activities such as 

recommended due to injury or, simply for a change, but the

substitute for the hard slog of running.  Follow the guidelines below:

 

FREQUENCY: 

 

INTENSITY: 

 

DURATION: 

 

LENGTH: 

 

Note:  An estimation of your maximal heart rate is achieved by the following method:

 

 MAXIMAL HEART RATE =

   

e.g.  220 - 20 =

 

In order to ensure that you are training at the right intensity, you need to calculate your individual target heart 

rate. By using the example of a 20

heart rate during aerobic exercise of between 140

intensity, there will be little or no increase in aerobic performance. As a note of caution, it is suggested that in 
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Endurance & Interval Training
Stamina or endurance training, is an essential part of a player's preparation for football.  In 

period of at least 80 minutes, all players must develop this component long before competition begins.  It is not 

possible to perform repetitive sprints and skills such as tackling, unless a player possesses a solid aerobic 

hat will allow for rapid recovery from such activities. In addition, a well developed level of aerobic 

fitness will allow you to tolerate higher volumes of training and delay the onset of general fatigue.

A high level of endurance is a direct reflection of a player's ability to consume and utilise oxygen during exercise 

exercise of a continuous nature, which produces a heart rate of bet

This is influenced by the capacity of the cardiorespiratory (heart, blood vessels and lungs) 

system and the characteristics of the muscles involved in the activity. 

Like all other aspects of fitness, this component can be improved by the appropriate method of training.  If 

conducted properly, there will be a number of physiological improvements achieved which all benefit the rugby 

player. In short, physical activity of a sub-maximal nature will be less exhausting and tasks previously considered 

too hard will be relatively easier to perform. This will be reflected in a lower heart rate for a given workload than 

was produced before aerobic training began. 

 

To develop aerobic endurance, you must perform a continuous activity related to 

vities that can be labelled "aerobic" in nature, running is the most consistent with the 

skills. There may well be times when activities such as rowing, 

recommended due to injury or, simply for a change, but they should never be seen as a more attractive 

substitute for the hard slog of running.  Follow the guidelines below: 

2-3 sessions per week - during the Off-season most players will only be 

required to do 2 sessions per week but others may be pres

sessions in an effort to improve their aerobic capacity and/or enhance 

body composition 

70-80% of your maximal heart rate 

start with 20 minutes of continuous running and build up to about 35

minutes (remember the overload principle, i.e

to 4 minute kilometre pace would be considered

conducted during the off-season and pre-season for a period in total of 12

16 weeks. 

of your maximal heart rate is achieved by the following method:

= 220 - player's age 

= 200 (Max HR) 

In order to ensure that you are training at the right intensity, you need to calculate your individual target heart 

rate. By using the example of a 20-year-old player with an estimated MHR of 200, he would have to train with a 

rcise of between 140-160 beats per minute.  If training is not conducted at this 

intensity, there will be little or no increase in aerobic performance. As a note of caution, it is suggested that in 
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Endurance & Interval Training 
Stamina or endurance training, is an essential part of a player's preparation for football.  In order to play for a 

period of at least 80 minutes, all players must develop this component long before competition begins.  It is not 

possible to perform repetitive sprints and skills such as tackling, unless a player possesses a solid aerobic 

hat will allow for rapid recovery from such activities. In addition, a well developed level of aerobic 

fitness will allow you to tolerate higher volumes of training and delay the onset of general fatigue. 

f a player's ability to consume and utilise oxygen during exercise 

exercise of a continuous nature, which produces a heart rate of between 140-170 

art, blood vessels and lungs) 

Like all other aspects of fitness, this component can be improved by the appropriate method of training.  If 

f physiological improvements achieved which all benefit the rugby 

maximal nature will be less exhausting and tasks previously considered 

lower heart rate for a given workload than 

To develop aerobic endurance, you must perform a continuous activity related to rugby, e.g. running. While 

vities that can be labelled "aerobic" in nature, running is the most consistent with the 

rowing, cycling or swimming are 

y should never be seen as a more attractive 

season most players will only be 

required to do 2 sessions per week but others may be prescribed extra 

in an effort to improve their aerobic capacity and/or enhance 

start with 20 minutes of continuous running and build up to about 35-40 

e. build up gradually), a 3.45 

would be considered good for rugby players. 

season for a period in total of 12-

of your maximal heart rate is achieved by the following method: 

In order to ensure that you are training at the right intensity, you need to calculate your individual target heart 

old player with an estimated MHR of 200, he would have to train with a 

160 beats per minute.  If training is not conducted at this 

intensity, there will be little or no increase in aerobic performance. As a note of caution, it is suggested that in 



the early stages of training, sessions should alternate be

recovery of energy stores within the muscle before the next session.

 

Points to Remember: 

 

In order to enjoy and participate safely in your endurance schedule there are a few points worth mentioning:

 

 

  ����  Always stretch before and after your run.

 

  ���� Take the first and last kilometre fairly easy and use them as a warm

            cool-down. 

 

   ���� Remember, PROGRESSIVE overload is the key to adaptation and improved 

    performance. 

 

   ���� At first, alternate between hard and easy runs.

 

   ���� Run in a small group or with a friend when possible, this will act as a source of 

   motivation, but be aware of your own limits.

 

   ���� Vary the location of your runs.  Don't constantly run over the same 

 

   ���� During the summer months, IF running, don't run at the hottest time of the day.

    Run either early in the morning or late in the afternoon.

 

   ���� Drink plenty of fluids (water is best) particularly on finishing the run. See the

   section on dietary guidelines for further information.

 

   ���� Buy a good pair of running shoes 

 

 

Longer Interval Training 

 

The natural progression in your training should be from long continuous work to interval training. This type of 

training is simply a series of fast work intervals with a period of recovery between each bout.  This approach will 

allow for a higher level of intensity but without producing extreme levels of fatigue.  There are a number of 

variables that can be used to change the training effect, i

 

1. Duration of work period, e

2. Intensity of effort in the work period.

3. Length of recovery.

4. Work to recovery ratio.

5. Repetitions of work to recovery sequence.

6. Whether recovery period is passive or active.

 

Sample programme of longer slower interval session:

 

Intensity of effort:

 

Length of work period:

 

Length of recovery period:
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the early stages of training, sessions should alternate between "hard" and "easy" workouts, this will allow for 

recovery of energy stores within the muscle before the next session. 

In order to enjoy and participate safely in your endurance schedule there are a few points worth mentioning:

Always stretch before and after your run. 

Take the first and last kilometre fairly easy and use them as a warm

Remember, PROGRESSIVE overload is the key to adaptation and improved 

first, alternate between hard and easy runs. 

Run in a small group or with a friend when possible, this will act as a source of 

motivation, but be aware of your own limits. 

Vary the location of your runs.  Don't constantly run over the same 

During the summer months, IF running, don't run at the hottest time of the day.

Run either early in the morning or late in the afternoon. 

Drink plenty of fluids (water is best) particularly on finishing the run. See the

on dietary guidelines for further information. 

Buy a good pair of running shoes - your body will thank you! 

The natural progression in your training should be from long continuous work to interval training. This type of 

training is simply a series of fast work intervals with a period of recovery between each bout.  This approach will 

allow for a higher level of intensity but without producing extreme levels of fatigue.  There are a number of 

change the training effect, i.e. the particular energy system being used.  These are:

Duration of work period, e.g. longer/slower or, shorter/faster. 

Intensity of effort in the work period. 

Length of recovery. 

Work to recovery ratio. 

Repetitions of work to recovery sequence. 

Whether recovery period is passive or active. 

Sample programme of longer slower interval session: 

Intensity of effort:  80-85% (based on a player's best 400m time)

Length of work period:  30-90 seconds 

of recovery period: 30-90 seconds 
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tween "hard" and "easy" workouts, this will allow for 

In order to enjoy and participate safely in your endurance schedule there are a few points worth mentioning: 

Take the first and last kilometre fairly easy and use them as a warm-up and  

Remember, PROGRESSIVE overload is the key to adaptation and improved  

Run in a small group or with a friend when possible, this will act as a source of  

Vary the location of your runs.  Don't constantly run over the same route. 

During the summer months, IF running, don't run at the hottest time of the day. 

Drink plenty of fluids (water is best) particularly on finishing the run. See the   

The natural progression in your training should be from long continuous work to interval training. This type of 

training is simply a series of fast work intervals with a period of recovery between each bout.  This approach will 

allow for a higher level of intensity but without producing extreme levels of fatigue.  There are a number of 

the particular energy system being used.  These are: 

85% (based on a player's best 400m time) 



Work to recovery ratio:

     

 

Example - 

 

Activity: Running 

 

Intensity: 100/80 (%) x 62 (best time)  

= 

 

Warm-up and stretch before commencing:

 

REPS DISTANCE

5 

5 

5 

400M

300M

200m

Cool-down 

 

The above example represents one complete set of a longer/slower interval workout. Once you 

higher level of fitness the session should contain two complete sets. During the rest period keep moving or do a 

slow jog. This will allow a greater work output during the session by helping to remove some of the lactic acid 

that accumulates in the muscles as a result of the intensity of these intervals.
 

Intervals can be made more game specific by including repeated efforts over shorter distances that require the 

player to get up and down off the ground at designated points e.g. as below at eac

and 30m, etc.  

 

Option 1: 

• Players work for 30sec and rest for 30sec

• In the work time players get as far as they can on the pyramid

• Repeated 10 times = 10mins

 

Option 2: 

• Players simply work as fast as possible to complete the s

• Have between 45-90 seconds rest depending on current level of fitness (the less fit the longer recovery 

required) 

• Repeat 6-10 times depending on current level of fitness

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

�  � 

 

 

 

 Start/finish 5m
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Work to recovery ratio:  1:1 (if intensity low) or  

  1:2 (if intensity high) 

Running - best 400m time = 62 sec 

100/80 (%) x 62 (best time)   

= 78 sec for each rep of 400m 

d stretch before commencing: 

DISTANCE TIME WORK to RECOVERY RATIO

400M 

300M 

200m 

78 

58 (78 x 300/400) 

39 (78 x 200/400) 

1:2 

1:2 

1:2 

The above example represents one complete set of a longer/slower interval workout. Once you 

higher level of fitness the session should contain two complete sets. During the rest period keep moving or do a 

slow jog. This will allow a greater work output during the session by helping to remove some of the lactic acid 

the muscles as a result of the intensity of these intervals. 

game specific by including repeated efforts over shorter distances that require the 

player to get up and down off the ground at designated points e.g. as below at each shuttle line 

Players work for 30sec and rest for 30sec 

In the work time players get as far as they can on the pyramid 

Repeated 10 times = 10mins 

Players simply work as fast as possible to complete the shuttle sequence as shown

90 seconds rest depending on current level of fitness (the less fit the longer recovery 

10 times depending on current level of fitness 

 �        �          � 

 15m 20m 30m
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WORK to RECOVERY RATIO 

 

 

 

The above example represents one complete set of a longer/slower interval workout. Once you establish a 

higher level of fitness the session should contain two complete sets. During the rest period keep moving or do a 

slow jog. This will allow a greater work output during the session by helping to remove some of the lactic acid 

game specific by including repeated efforts over shorter distances that require the 

h shuttle line – 5m, 15m, 20m 

huttle sequence as shown 

90 seconds rest depending on current level of fitness (the less fit the longer recovery 

 

30m 



 

There are two kinds of flexibility, i

whereas dynamic flexibility is the resistance of a joint to motion.  Flexibility is another important component of 

player fitness and an area often neglected. A player who lacks 

and playing skills. It should also be remembered that flexibility is highly specific to the joint.  For example, a high 

degree of flexibility in one joint of the body does not necessarily indicate a similar le

 

Flexibility depends greatly on a player's physical build and body structure, and this may account for 

approximately 50% of the mobility around a joint.  Unfortunately, this is a limiting factor over which you have 

little control.  However, flexibility is a function that can be improved greatly over a relatively short period, when 

compared with other elements of fitness. Improving flexibility involves stretching of muscle connective tissue, 

joint capsule, ligaments and tendons and can be ach

 

Static Stretching: 

Involves the gradual lengthening of a muscle by holding a stretching position for approximately 5

This period can be progressively increased over time to anything from 30 seconds t

repetition of each exercise. 

 

Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF):

This is a form of static stretching incorporating isometric contraction of the stretched muscle. As the player takes 

a stretching position, he contracts the muscle without moving the limb, while a partner acts as resistance against 

the force being produced. This isometric contraction is held for approximately 5

over the first few seconds and then held over the remaining 

the contraction period, the muscle is relaxed and the muscle moved to a position of greater stretch and the 

procedure repeated. DO NOT DO THIS FORM OF TRAINING UNLESS UNDER SUPERVISION.

 

Dynamic Stretching: 

This method uses the motion of the limb to stretch the muscle beyond its normal range of motion (ROM).  The 

ROM is determined by the resistance to movement provided by structures that are stretched or deformed 

during movement, e.g. during kicking activities

 

Stretching serves a number of functions important to the 

 

a) Helps to improve player performance.

 

b) Prepares the muscle for activity.

 

c) May reduce the potential for injury due to lack of flexibility, e

 

d) Prevents muscle stiffness and soreness if used after exercise.

 

e) Promotes muscle relaxation.

 

f) Is an important aid to recovery from soft tissue injury.

 

g) Increases the ability of the muscle to more forcefully contract (therefore increased power and 

contraction). 
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Flexibility Training
There are two kinds of flexibility, i.e. STATIC and DYNAMIC. Static flexibility is the range of motion about a joint, 

whereas dynamic flexibility is the resistance of a joint to motion.  Flexibility is another important component of 

player fitness and an area often neglected. A player who lacks flexibility may be hampered in his performance 

and playing skills. It should also be remembered that flexibility is highly specific to the joint.  For example, a high 

degree of flexibility in one joint of the body does not necessarily indicate a similar level in another.

Flexibility depends greatly on a player's physical build and body structure, and this may account for 

approximately 50% of the mobility around a joint.  Unfortunately, this is a limiting factor over which you have 

flexibility is a function that can be improved greatly over a relatively short period, when 

compared with other elements of fitness. Improving flexibility involves stretching of muscle connective tissue, 

joint capsule, ligaments and tendons and can be achieved by any one of the following methods 

Involves the gradual lengthening of a muscle by holding a stretching position for approximately 5

This period can be progressively increased over time to anything from 30 seconds t

Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF): 

This is a form of static stretching incorporating isometric contraction of the stretched muscle. As the player takes 

ts the muscle without moving the limb, while a partner acts as resistance against 

the force being produced. This isometric contraction is held for approximately 5-6 seconds and is gradually built 

over the first few seconds and then held over the remaining time at near maximum contraction. At the end of 

the contraction period, the muscle is relaxed and the muscle moved to a position of greater stretch and the 

procedure repeated. DO NOT DO THIS FORM OF TRAINING UNLESS UNDER SUPERVISION.

his method uses the motion of the limb to stretch the muscle beyond its normal range of motion (ROM).  The 

ROM is determined by the resistance to movement provided by structures that are stretched or deformed 

during kicking activities. 

Stretching serves a number of functions important to the rugby player. These are: 

Helps to improve player performance. 

Prepares the muscle for activity. 

the potential for injury due to lack of flexibility, e.g. muscle strains.

Prevents muscle stiffness and soreness if used after exercise. 

Promotes muscle relaxation. 

Is an important aid to recovery from soft tissue injury. 

Increases the ability of the muscle to more forcefully contract (therefore increased power and 
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Flexibility Training 

STATIC and DYNAMIC. Static flexibility is the range of motion about a joint, 

whereas dynamic flexibility is the resistance of a joint to motion.  Flexibility is another important component of 

flexibility may be hampered in his performance 

and playing skills. It should also be remembered that flexibility is highly specific to the joint.  For example, a high 

vel in another. 

Flexibility depends greatly on a player's physical build and body structure, and this may account for 

approximately 50% of the mobility around a joint.  Unfortunately, this is a limiting factor over which you have 

flexibility is a function that can be improved greatly over a relatively short period, when 

compared with other elements of fitness. Improving flexibility involves stretching of muscle connective tissue, 

ieved by any one of the following methods - 

Involves the gradual lengthening of a muscle by holding a stretching position for approximately 5-10 seconds. 

This period can be progressively increased over time to anything from 30 seconds to several minutes for each 

This is a form of static stretching incorporating isometric contraction of the stretched muscle. As the player takes 

ts the muscle without moving the limb, while a partner acts as resistance against 

6 seconds and is gradually built 

time at near maximum contraction. At the end of 

the contraction period, the muscle is relaxed and the muscle moved to a position of greater stretch and the 

procedure repeated. DO NOT DO THIS FORM OF TRAINING UNLESS UNDER SUPERVISION. 

his method uses the motion of the limb to stretch the muscle beyond its normal range of motion (ROM).  The 

ROM is determined by the resistance to movement provided by structures that are stretched or deformed 

muscle strains. 

Increases the ability of the muscle to more forcefully contract (therefore increased power and speed of 



Important Points to Remember when Stretching:

 

 

  1. Warm up first to increase body temperature, e

 

  2. Only stretch to your own limit, it should 

 

  3. Emphasis is on trying to r

 

  4. Concentrate on extension not tension.

 

  5. Breathing should be even and rhythmical 

 

  6. Don't BOUNCE when holding a stretch.

 

  7. When doing PNF stretching, the partner providing the resistance should not 

   FORCE the player being stretched into a new position.

 

 

A variety of stretching exercises will be incorporated into each training session, you are encouraged to get into 

the habit of using these exercises in your own training time and/or at home as a means further improving your 

flexibility. As a professional player you should be making every effort to stretch for 10

 

Prior to each training session you should warm

prepare the body for the more intensive activities to follow. This

activities that promote good athletic posture

be seen as a period where “useful” activities are incorporated that help develop the athlete an

ultimately to performance. 

 

Focus on technique and progressively increase intensity and complexity, allowing 

the main part of the session – make it relevant to the sport i.e. specific and functional.

some aspect of skill – but usually of low complexity typically moving from

(warm-up) usually a good time to reinforce the “basics”

“game” that requires movement, agility, vision, communication, decision making, etc.

 

Break your warm-up into parts/segments where:

 

 1
st

 – comprises “active” warm activities 

 2
nd

 – comprises “active” flexibility

 3
rd

 – comprises neural preparation (e.g. SAQ type drills)

 

Overall objective is to produce light sweat and prepare body for more intense activity associated with main part 

of the session - increased metabolic activity and efficiency (e.g. increase HR, muscle temperature and VO

Increasing temperature of exercising muscl

decreases resistance of connective tissue and articular components, which all help to increase performance and 

movement efficiency. 

 

Increased muscle temperature occurs within the first 5

10-20 minutes. This obviously varies with the nature of the activities employed (e.g. intensity and duration, etc.), 

ambient temperature (warmer ambient temperature less time required to raise temperature 

and involvement of the player. Typically the warm

high intensity components applied in a progressive fashion.
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Important Points to Remember when Stretching: 

Warm up first to increase body temperature, e.g. jogging, skipping, rowing, etc.

Only stretch to your own limit, it should not be painful. 

Emphasis is on trying to relax the muscle being stretched. 

Concentrate on extension not tension. 

Breathing should be even and rhythmical - don't hold your breath.

Don't BOUNCE when holding a stretch. 

When doing PNF stretching, the partner providing the resistance should not 

FORCE the player being stretched into a new position. 

A variety of stretching exercises will be incorporated into each training session, you are encouraged to get into 

the habit of using these exercises in your own training time and/or at home as a means further improving your 

layer you should be making every effort to stretch for 10

Prior to each training session you should warm-up effectively with a range of movements drills that help to 

prepare the body for the more intensive activities to follow. This first stage of the training session should u

athletic posture – simply “jogging” around the oval doesn’t! This time should still 

be seen as a period where “useful” activities are incorporated that help develop the athlete an

Focus on technique and progressively increase intensity and complexity, allowing you

make it relevant to the sport i.e. specific and functional.

but usually of low complexity typically moving from general to specific activities

up) usually a good time to reinforce the “basics” such as catching and passing a ball and c

nt, agility, vision, communication, decision making, etc.

into parts/segments where: 

comprises “active” warm activities  

comprises “active” flexibility 

comprises neural preparation (e.g. SAQ type drills) 

objective is to produce light sweat and prepare body for more intense activity associated with main part 

increased metabolic activity and efficiency (e.g. increase HR, muscle temperature and VO

Increasing temperature of exercising muscles decreases muscular viscosity and increases pliability. It also 

resistance of connective tissue and articular components, which all help to increase performance and 

Increased muscle temperature occurs within the first 5-10 minutes with active warm

20 minutes. This obviously varies with the nature of the activities employed (e.g. intensity and duration, etc.), 

ambient temperature (warmer ambient temperature less time required to raise temperature 

. Typically the warm-up should take 15-20 minutes and comprise both low and 

high intensity components applied in a progressive fashion. 
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ging, skipping, rowing, etc. 

don't hold your breath. 

When doing PNF stretching, the partner providing the resistance should not  

A variety of stretching exercises will be incorporated into each training session, you are encouraged to get into 

the habit of using these exercises in your own training time and/or at home as a means further improving your 

layer you should be making every effort to stretch for 10-15 minutes every day.  

up effectively with a range of movements drills that help to 

first stage of the training session should use 

simply “jogging” around the oval doesn’t! This time should still 

be seen as a period where “useful” activities are incorporated that help develop the athlete and contribute 

you to move seamlessly into 

make it relevant to the sport i.e. specific and functional. These drills can involve 

general to specific activities. It’s 

such as catching and passing a ball and could be a 

nt, agility, vision, communication, decision making, etc. 

objective is to produce light sweat and prepare body for more intense activity associated with main part 

increased metabolic activity and efficiency (e.g. increase HR, muscle temperature and VO2). 

es decreases muscular viscosity and increases pliability. It also 

resistance of connective tissue and articular components, which all help to increase performance and 

minutes with active warm-up and plateaus at about 

20 minutes. This obviously varies with the nature of the activities employed (e.g. intensity and duration, etc.), 

ambient temperature (warmer ambient temperature less time required to raise temperature and vice-versa) 

20 minutes and comprise both low and 



Stretching? At start of session “warming up” is the most important thing f

stretching/movement. Focusing on static stretching with little attention to more dynamic movements has the 

effect of relaxing muscles and dampening neuromuscular activity. However, this is not to suggest that some 

static stretching isn’t appropriate (see below) but it is particularly useful at the end of the session to help relax 

muscles, return them to their normal resting length and help with the removal of waste products built up during 

the session (e.g. Latic Acid).  

 

Elements of a warm period within a sport specific training session (focus on “team” sports):

 

FIRST – refer to previous summary.

 

SECOND – “Flexibility”: consider the demands of the sport with respect to movements and how flexibility is 

displayed and utilised by players

occurring in all panes and in a variety of ranges of movement. This will also take place at low and high speed and 

involve, to varying degrees, all forms of muscular contractio

 

Start the session with low complexity movements that allow the greatest control. This will mean simple static 

stretching exercises. However, note that if these are done for too long then muscle temperature, etc. will drop, 

defeating the purpose of the warm

made above, which is particularly important if the session is focussing on strength and power type activities.

Possibly consider performing some

initial warm-up activities.  

 

Progress toward dynamic movements that commence (initially) with control and then become more complex, 

progressively introducing faster movements. Consider 

implementing these activities. Residual fatigue and soreness 

volume and progression of these exercises from one session to the next.

 

This progression can take three logical stages. These are:

 

1. Passive dynamic stretches

e.g. a standing single leg quad stretch where the 

behind them to their buttock to assist the knee joint move through the 

desired ROM. The 

and steps forward repeating the stretch on the opposite leg. Keep the knees 

pointing down and next to each other during each stretch. This movement 

can be done walking forward or back

speed. 

 

2. Controlled dynamic activities

are performed at low to moderate speed with ROM controlled by the body 

position and/or weight. The speed of movement is controlled by the 

athlete, which will dictate the ROM (e.g. quicker movements = greater 

ROM) e.g. dynamic lateral drop and squat. Step forward turning 

perpendicular to the direction of movement (e.g. up a defined 

corridor/grid), hold arms out in front (for balance) and step

slightly wider than shoulder width. Squat down as deep as possible while 

keeping both feet flat on the ground (don’t let heels come up) and maintain 

balance while you hold the bottom position briefly. Step upright, step 

forward and turn to fac

 

3. Neural preparation

is introduced progressively and logically after the preceding stages. These 

activities will help to stimulate the CNS 
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At start of session “warming up” is the most important thing f

on static stretching with little attention to more dynamic movements has the 

effect of relaxing muscles and dampening neuromuscular activity. However, this is not to suggest that some 

’t appropriate (see below) but it is particularly useful at the end of the session to help relax 

muscles, return them to their normal resting length and help with the removal of waste products built up during 

  

warm period within a sport specific training session (focus on “team” sports):

refer to previous summary. 

“Flexibility”: consider the demands of the sport with respect to movements and how flexibility is 

by players. Most team sports are both dynamic and unpredictable with movements 

occurring in all panes and in a variety of ranges of movement. This will also take place at low and high speed and 

involve, to varying degrees, all forms of muscular contraction. 

Start the session with low complexity movements that allow the greatest control. This will mean simple static 

stretching exercises. However, note that if these are done for too long then muscle temperature, etc. will drop, 

warm-up period that took place in the first part of this period 

made above, which is particularly important if the session is focussing on strength and power type activities.

some static stretching of those areas of the body that

Progress toward dynamic movements that commence (initially) with control and then become more complex, 

introducing faster movements. Consider your injury history and general physical ability when 

implementing these activities. Residual fatigue and soreness from other forms of training 

volume and progression of these exercises from one session to the next. 

hree logical stages. These are: 

Passive dynamic stretches that employ single joint movements with control 

e.g. a standing single leg quad stretch where the player pulls the foot up 

behind them to their buttock to assist the knee joint move through the 

ired ROM. The player holds the stretch briefly and then releases the leg 

and steps forward repeating the stretch on the opposite leg. Keep the knees 

pointing down and next to each other during each stretch. This movement 

can be done walking forward or backward but should be performed at low 

Controlled dynamic activities that employ single and multiple joints that 

are performed at low to moderate speed with ROM controlled by the body 

position and/or weight. The speed of movement is controlled by the 

athlete, which will dictate the ROM (e.g. quicker movements = greater 

ROM) e.g. dynamic lateral drop and squat. Step forward turning 

perpendicular to the direction of movement (e.g. up a defined 

corridor/grid), hold arms out in front (for balance) and step out to just 

slightly wider than shoulder width. Squat down as deep as possible while 

keeping both feet flat on the ground (don’t let heels come up) and maintain 

balance while you hold the bottom position briefly. Step upright, step 

forward and turn to face the opposite direction and repeat, etc.  

Neural preparation where the development of speed, agility and quickness 

is introduced progressively and logically after the preceding stages. These 

activities will help to stimulate the CNS (central nervous system) 
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At start of session “warming up” is the most important thing followed by “dynamic” 

on static stretching with little attention to more dynamic movements has the 

effect of relaxing muscles and dampening neuromuscular activity. However, this is not to suggest that some 

’t appropriate (see below) but it is particularly useful at the end of the session to help relax 

muscles, return them to their normal resting length and help with the removal of waste products built up during 

warm period within a sport specific training session (focus on “team” sports): 

“Flexibility”: consider the demands of the sport with respect to movements and how flexibility is 

. Most team sports are both dynamic and unpredictable with movements 

occurring in all panes and in a variety of ranges of movement. This will also take place at low and high speed and 

Start the session with low complexity movements that allow the greatest control. This will mean simple static 

stretching exercises. However, note that if these are done for too long then muscle temperature, etc. will drop, 

up period that took place in the first part of this period – also recall the point 

made above, which is particularly important if the session is focussing on strength and power type activities. 

that still “feel tight” after the 

Progress toward dynamic movements that commence (initially) with control and then become more complex, 

injury history and general physical ability when 

from other forms of training may dictate the 

that employ single joint movements with control 

pulls the foot up 

behind them to their buttock to assist the knee joint move through the 

holds the stretch briefly and then releases the leg 

and steps forward repeating the stretch on the opposite leg. Keep the knees 

pointing down and next to each other during each stretch. This movement 

ward but should be performed at low 

that employ single and multiple joints that 

are performed at low to moderate speed with ROM controlled by the body 

position and/or weight. The speed of movement is controlled by the 

athlete, which will dictate the ROM (e.g. quicker movements = greater 

ROM) e.g. dynamic lateral drop and squat. Step forward turning 

perpendicular to the direction of movement (e.g. up a defined 

out to just 

slightly wider than shoulder width. Squat down as deep as possible while 

keeping both feet flat on the ground (don’t let heels come up) and maintain 

balance while you hold the bottom position briefly. Step upright, step 

where the development of speed, agility and quickness 

is introduced progressively and logically after the preceding stages. These 

em) and 



increase its excitability (firing rate), which is conducive to strength and 

power type training. Start with low to moderate speed movements that are 

predictable (e.g. single leg step through an agility ladder) and that allow for 

good technique. The

predictable in nature challenging the athlete to react in a more powerful 

way to the presence of some form of external cue or stimulus. Fatigue will 

become a factor and reps/sets and recovery periods shoul

accordance with the athlete’s level of ability. 

 

FINALLY, move into the main part of your session doing so in a seamless fashion! It goes without saying that 

clearly there will be periods during the above format where 
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increase its excitability (firing rate), which is conducive to strength and 

power type training. Start with low to moderate speed movements that are 

predictable (e.g. single leg step through an agility ladder) and that allow for 

good technique. Then progress to higher speed movements that are less 

predictable in nature challenging the athlete to react in a more powerful 

way to the presence of some form of external cue or stimulus. Fatigue will 

become a factor and reps/sets and recovery periods should be planned in 

accordance with the athlete’s level of ability.  

FINALLY, move into the main part of your session doing so in a seamless fashion! It goes without saying that 

clearly there will be periods during the above format where you should stop briefly to consume fluids.
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increase its excitability (firing rate), which is conducive to strength and 

power type training. Start with low to moderate speed movements that are 

predictable (e.g. single leg step through an agility ladder) and that allow for 

n progress to higher speed movements that are less 

predictable in nature challenging the athlete to react in a more powerful 

way to the presence of some form of external cue or stimulus. Fatigue will 

d be planned in 

FINALLY, move into the main part of your session doing so in a seamless fashion! It goes without saying that 

ly to consume fluids. 



Basic Injury Management
 

Types of Injuries 

 

Basically there are two types of injuries that occur from participation in rugby 

 

1. those that occur during pre

repeated and constant stress to bones, joints or soft tissue (e

the term "overuse injury"; and

 

2. those that occur during the in

also include some overuse injuries.

 

Overuse Injuries 

 

Overuse injuries are typically associated with constant and repetitive load or stress on the body. Some overuse 

type injuries may be relatively minor but can still be quite disabling. These

tendonitis, shin splints, stress fractures, runners or jumpers knee and friction syndromes (e

friction syndrome on the outside of the knee). With the upper body, similar syndromes can occur, especially 

around the neck and shoulder area as a result of weight training and/or callisthenic type exercises.

 

Many of these problems are caused by poor body mechanics, e

relation to the ground. Once identified they c

depending on the nature of the problem.

 

Typically, treatment is divided into two stages 

 

The acute stage - the goal of treatment is to decrease the inflammatory state the tissues are in, 

they will proceed to the healing stage.

 

The healing stage - once the tissues are beginning to heal, treatment becomes directed toward 

correcting any mechanical imbalance that may exist and therefore removing the cause. This is extremely 

important, otherwise the problem will re

 

Some basic injury management guidelines:

 

 

  1. Always wear the appropriate and best possible training footwear.

 

  2. Stretch (static and dynamic) 

  training sessions and prior to any kicking activity.

 

  3.  Report any problems quickly

   report any injury to both the coaching and medical staff in attendance.

   

  4.  If you have a pre

   staff prior to commencing training

   can be made. 
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Basic Injury Management

Basically there are two types of injuries that occur from participation in rugby union, these are:

those that occur during pre-season training. These are normally as a result of excessive overload or 

repeated and constant stress to bones, joints or soft tissue (e.g. muscle, tendon, ligaments, etc.). Hence 

the term "overuse injury"; and 

those that occur during the in-season. These mainly result from the trauma associated with p

also include some overuse injuries. 

Overuse injuries are typically associated with constant and repetitive load or stress on the body. Some overuse 

type injuries may be relatively minor but can still be quite disabling. These injuries can include achilles 

tendonitis, shin splints, stress fractures, runners or jumpers knee and friction syndromes (e

friction syndrome on the outside of the knee). With the upper body, similar syndromes can occur, especially 

nd the neck and shoulder area as a result of weight training and/or callisthenic type exercises.

Many of these problems are caused by poor body mechanics, e.g. the position of the foot, ankle and lower leg in 

relation to the ground. Once identified they can be treated with very good effect using a number of approaches, 

depending on the nature of the problem. 

Typically, treatment is divided into two stages - 

the goal of treatment is to decrease the inflammatory state the tissues are in, 

they will proceed to the healing stage. 

once the tissues are beginning to heal, treatment becomes directed toward 

correcting any mechanical imbalance that may exist and therefore removing the cause. This is extremely 

otherwise the problem will re-occur. 

Some basic injury management guidelines: 

Always wear the appropriate and best possible training footwear. 

(static and dynamic) before, during and after training, including during any weight 

sessions and prior to any kicking activity. 

Report any problems quickly to the RGC1404 medical staff - if at official 

report any injury to both the coaching and medical staff in attendance.

If you have a pre-existing condition/injury make sure you notify the coaching 

prior to commencing training so that appropriate changes or modifications
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Basic Injury Management 

, these are: 

excessive overload or 

muscle, tendon, ligaments, etc.). Hence 

season. These mainly result from the trauma associated with play and can 

Overuse injuries are typically associated with constant and repetitive load or stress on the body. Some overuse 

injuries can include achilles 

tendonitis, shin splints, stress fractures, runners or jumpers knee and friction syndromes (e.g. iliotibial band 

friction syndrome on the outside of the knee). With the upper body, similar syndromes can occur, especially 

nd the neck and shoulder area as a result of weight training and/or callisthenic type exercises. 

the position of the foot, ankle and lower leg in 

an be treated with very good effect using a number of approaches, 

the goal of treatment is to decrease the inflammatory state the tissues are in, so that 

once the tissues are beginning to heal, treatment becomes directed toward 

correcting any mechanical imbalance that may exist and therefore removing the cause. This is extremely 

 

before, during and after training, including during any weight  

if at official RGC1404 training,    

report any injury to both the coaching and medical staff in attendance. 

existing condition/injury make sure you notify the coaching  

so that appropriate changes or modifications 

Continued over…   



  

 5.  Maintain and be conscious of good form (technique) in all your 

 

  6. Use ice packs regularly on any minor sore spots

  the RGC1404 physiotherapist

   

  7.  There's no prizes for putting up with the pain and discomfort 

  ongoing injury problem, so talk to the 

  the appropriate course of action.

 

 

In-season you can expect an increase in injuries caused by trauma, 

players or the ground, etc. The most common form of these injuries will be:

 

 1.  Soft tissue contusions, e

 

 2. Ligament injuries to the knee and ankle.

 

 3. Joint injuries to the 

 

Treatment of any injury must start immediately you leave the field. If you have left the field during the course of 

the game due to injury, your injury will be assessed as soon as possible

RGC1404 medical staff. Remember a system is employed b

the player with the more serious injury first 

 

At the end of training or after the game t

injury along with details of further action to be taken. Please listen to what the 

their advice - it's given to ensure you recover and return to play as soon as possible.

 

Ice Pads - How To Use Them 

 

 

  ���� The larger the better.

 

 ���� For injuries involving large areas of soft tissue e.g. dead leg or corked thigh, strained 

  hamstring, etc. apply a compression bandage firmly around the affected area, taking care

  not to make it too tight to the point of restricting circulation to the 

   ice pack over the compression bandage.

   before applying a compression bandage.

 

 ���� A compression bandage should be worn for the first 24 hours after injury.

 

  ���� Crushed ice wrapped in a damp towel is the best method of application. If ice 

   is not available use a packet of frozen peas.  Do not put ice in a plastic bag 

  directly on the skin, you may create an ice 

  damp towel between the skin and ice pack

  there will be occasions when the use of a plastic bag to hold ice is unavoidable, so be careful.

 

  ���� Leave the ice in position for approximately 

  take it off for at least 1 hour
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Maintain and be conscious of good form (technique) in all your training.

Use ice packs regularly on any minor sore spots – seek advice about the use of ice packs from 

the RGC1404 physiotherapist. Basic guidelines are provided below.

There's no prizes for putting up with the pain and discomfort associated with an

ongoing injury problem, so talk to the RGC1404 medical staff and seek advice about 

the appropriate course of action. 

season you can expect an increase in injuries caused by trauma, due typically to

ayers or the ground, etc. The most common form of these injuries will be: 

Soft tissue contusions, e.g. "muscle corks". 

Ligament injuries to the knee and ankle. 

Joint injuries to the fingers, shoulder, neck, spine, etc. 

ury must start immediately you leave the field. If you have left the field during the course of 

the game due to injury, your injury will be assessed as soon as possible by the appropriate member of the 

. Remember a system is employed by the Club's medical staff on game day which targets 

the player with the more serious injury first - SO BE PATIENT!! 

At the end of training or after the game the medical staff will provide you with details of how to care for your 

of further action to be taken. Please listen to what the they

it's given to ensure you recover and return to play as soon as possible. 

The larger the better. 

For injuries involving large areas of soft tissue e.g. dead leg or corked thigh, strained 

hamstring, etc. apply a compression bandage firmly around the affected area, taking care

to make it too tight to the point of restricting circulation to the 

pack over the compression bandage. Initially, ice may be applied to the affected area 

before applying a compression bandage. 

A compression bandage should be worn for the first 24 hours after injury.

Crushed ice wrapped in a damp towel is the best method of application. If ice 

is not available use a packet of frozen peas.  Do not put ice in a plastic bag 

he skin, you may create an ice burn – you could apply a barrier of baby oil or

damp towel between the skin and ice pack to reduce the potential of an ice burn

occasions when the use of a plastic bag to hold ice is unavoidable, so be careful.

Leave the ice in position for approximately 10 minutes or until the skin becomes red 

take it off for at least 1 hour. 
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training. 

seek advice about the use of ice packs from 

Basic guidelines are provided below. 

associated with an   

medical staff and seek advice about  

due typically to impact with either other 

ury must start immediately you leave the field. If you have left the field during the course of 

by the appropriate member of the 

y the Club's medical staff on game day which targets 

he medical staff will provide you with details of how to care for your 

they tell you and follow up on 

 

For injuries involving large areas of soft tissue e.g. dead leg or corked thigh, strained  

hamstring, etc. apply a compression bandage firmly around the affected area, taking care 

to make it too tight to the point of restricting circulation to the affected area. Apply  

ce may be applied to the affected area  

A compression bandage should be worn for the first 24 hours after injury. 

Crushed ice wrapped in a damp towel is the best method of application. If ice  

is not available use a packet of frozen peas.  Do not put ice in a plastic bag   

you could apply a barrier of baby oil or a  

to reduce the potential of an ice burn. However,  

occasions when the use of a plastic bag to hold ice is unavoidable, so be careful. 

the skin becomes red – then 

Continued over…   



 

  ���� Use it every 1-2 hours for the first 24

 

  ���� Make sure the injured part is elevated

  must be higher than the heart

 

 ���� If you have been advised by the RGC1404 medical staff to take anti

  be asked NOT TO take these during the first 48 hours post injury.

 

 

Note: 

 

1. Do not drink alcohol if you have an acute injury. Alcohol increases the diameter of the blood vessels and 

therefore the amount of bleeding at the injury site. This is exactly what you don't want!

 

2. If the RGC1404 Doctor prescribes you medication 

 

2. Make sure you see the RGC1404 to discuss a

training programme. The general rule of thumb will be to 

is pain free. 

 

4.  If you are injured during the course of a game, you 

physiotherapist. You are asked to respond to her questions and/or requests to the best of your ability at 

that point in time. Initial assessment on the field is extremely importa

received by all concerned. 

 

5. Once assessment of your injury has been made, either after the match or the following day, make sure 

you follow the rehabilitation process outlined by the 

 

6. The contact details for the RGC1404 medical staff are provided at the front of this manual. Contact them if 

you are unsure about your prescribed treatment
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2 hours for the first 24-48 hours. 

the injured part is elevated when possible, such as injury to the lower body

be higher than the heart – if ankle/knee injury elevate it above 

If you have been advised by the RGC1404 medical staff to take anti

NOT TO take these during the first 48 hours post injury. 

drink alcohol if you have an acute injury. Alcohol increases the diameter of the blood vessels and 

therefore the amount of bleeding at the injury site. This is exactly what you don't want!

octor prescribes you medication take it as directed. 

the RGC1404 to discuss any ongoing rehabilitation treatment

The general rule of thumb will be to initially work within a range of movement that 

during the course of a game, you will initially be attended to by the RGC1404 

. You are asked to respond to her questions and/or requests to the best of your ability at 

that point in time. Initial assessment on the field is extremely important and your cooperation will be well 

Once assessment of your injury has been made, either after the match or the following day, make sure 

you follow the rehabilitation process outlined by the RGC1404 medical staff closely. 

contact details for the RGC1404 medical staff are provided at the front of this manual. Contact them if 

you are unsure about your prescribed treatment or if your injury should worsen.
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injury to the lower body, i.e. it  

above the hip. 

If you have been advised by the RGC1404 medical staff to take anti-inflammatories you will  

 

drink alcohol if you have an acute injury. Alcohol increases the diameter of the blood vessels and 

therefore the amount of bleeding at the injury site. This is exactly what you don't want! 

treatment or modifications to your 

work within a range of movement that 

will initially be attended to by the RGC1404 

. You are asked to respond to her questions and/or requests to the best of your ability at 

nt and your cooperation will be well 

Once assessment of your injury has been made, either after the match or the following day, make sure 

medical staff closely.  

contact details for the RGC1404 medical staff are provided at the front of this manual. Contact them if 

or if your injury should worsen. 



 

As with all elements of training, dietary needs shou

varied tastes in the foods we like or dislike.  For this reason, it is difficult and inappropriate to suggest that, as a 

team, we should all eat the same "menu" in terms of food content.

 

It is the purpose of this brief section on diet to provide guidelines which, if adhered to, will ensure that your diet 

is balanced, nutritionally sound and healthy, and will provide you with sufficient energy for your training 

requirements. 

 

Training Diet 

 

The training diet is particularly important, since players will not be able to handle the rigours of training without 

a well balanced diet.  A "balanced" diet is one that features a variety of foods from the "Five Food Groups".  

These are: 

 

1. Cereal and cereal products, e

 

2. Fruit and vegetables. 

 

3. Milk and milk products, e.g.

 

4. Meat and alternatives, e.g. 

 

5. Fats and oils, e.g. butter, margarine, cooking oils, cream and salad dressings.

 

By selecting foods from each of the five food groups and eating them in a quantity which maintains your 

weight (i.e. playing weight), and meets your energy requirements for work and training, will ensure that you 

receive the essential nutrients necessary for good health. If your diet is not balanced, it may be detrimental to 

your health and performance. 

 

Dietary requirements will vary greatly from one player to the next. This is due mainly to age, body size and 

composition, and other activities undertaken outside training. Training frequency, intensity and duration, will 

also affect dietary needs. 

 

Nutrients 

 

Carbohydrates (i.e. sugars and starches) are the best source 

body (as a substance called glycogen) and are the most efficient energy source for prolonged activity.

guide carbohydrates contribute about 95% of the energy demands of high intensity sprint type exercise, and 

about 70% of the energy requirements of high intensity endurance type exercise.

carbohydrate to the rugby player is clear.

10g/kg of body weight. The higher end of this range is recommended for physically active individuals like rugby 

players weight (e.g. if you weigh 80kg your daily carbohydrate intake would be 800g). If carbohy

not maintained at a level appropriate to your total energy needs when training on a daily basis 

performance will deteriorate because you will experience increased difficulty recovering in time for the next 

session. 

 

In order to ensure that the stores of glycogen are full and replenished after exercise, your diet needs to be high 

in carbohydrates.  As a guide, approximately 60

carbohydrates. Examples of the foods you should b

brown rice, spaghetti and pasta, and fruit. Some refined carbohydrates such as sugar, jams, fruit juices and soft
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Basic Nutrition
As with all elements of training, dietary needs should be tailored to suit the individual.  We all have wide and 

varied tastes in the foods we like or dislike.  For this reason, it is difficult and inappropriate to suggest that, as a 

team, we should all eat the same "menu" in terms of food content. 

section on diet to provide guidelines which, if adhered to, will ensure that your diet 

is balanced, nutritionally sound and healthy, and will provide you with sufficient energy for your training 

aining diet is particularly important, since players will not be able to handle the rigours of training without 

a well balanced diet.  A "balanced" diet is one that features a variety of foods from the "Five Food Groups".  

products, e.g. bread (wholegrain), breakfast cereals (oatmeal, etc), rice and pasta.

. whole milk, skim milk, yoghurt, cheese. 

 meat (lean), fish, poultry, nuts, legumes (beans, etc

butter, margarine, cooking oils, cream and salad dressings. 

By selecting foods from each of the five food groups and eating them in a quantity which maintains your 

playing weight), and meets your energy requirements for work and training, will ensure that you 

receive the essential nutrients necessary for good health. If your diet is not balanced, it may be detrimental to 

Dietary requirements will vary greatly from one player to the next. This is due mainly to age, body size and 

composition, and other activities undertaken outside training. Training frequency, intensity and duration, will 

sugars and starches) are the best source of fuel for rugby. Carbohydrates are stored in the 

body (as a substance called glycogen) and are the most efficient energy source for prolonged activity.

tribute about 95% of the energy demands of high intensity sprint type exercise, and 

about 70% of the energy requirements of high intensity endurance type exercise. As a result the importance of 

carbohydrate to the rugby player is clear. General recommendations for daily carbohydrate intake range from 6

10g/kg of body weight. The higher end of this range is recommended for physically active individuals like rugby 

players weight (e.g. if you weigh 80kg your daily carbohydrate intake would be 800g). If carbohy

not maintained at a level appropriate to your total energy needs when training on a daily basis 

performance will deteriorate because you will experience increased difficulty recovering in time for the next 

ure that the stores of glycogen are full and replenished after exercise, your diet needs to be high 

in carbohydrates.  As a guide, approximately 60-65% of the total calories you eat 

Examples of the foods you should be eating in this category are; 

brown rice, spaghetti and pasta, and fruit. Some refined carbohydrates such as sugar, jams, fruit juices and soft
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Basic Nutrition 

ld be tailored to suit the individual.  We all have wide and 

varied tastes in the foods we like or dislike.  For this reason, it is difficult and inappropriate to suggest that, as a 

section on diet to provide guidelines which, if adhered to, will ensure that your diet 

is balanced, nutritionally sound and healthy, and will provide you with sufficient energy for your training 

aining diet is particularly important, since players will not be able to handle the rigours of training without 

a well balanced diet.  A "balanced" diet is one that features a variety of foods from the "Five Food Groups".  

bread (wholegrain), breakfast cereals (oatmeal, etc), rice and pasta. 

meat (lean), fish, poultry, nuts, legumes (beans, etc.) and eggs. 

 

By selecting foods from each of the five food groups and eating them in a quantity which maintains your ideal 

playing weight), and meets your energy requirements for work and training, will ensure that you 

receive the essential nutrients necessary for good health. If your diet is not balanced, it may be detrimental to 

Dietary requirements will vary greatly from one player to the next. This is due mainly to age, body size and 

composition, and other activities undertaken outside training. Training frequency, intensity and duration, will 

Carbohydrates are stored in the 

body (as a substance called glycogen) and are the most efficient energy source for prolonged activity. As a rough 

tribute about 95% of the energy demands of high intensity sprint type exercise, and 

As a result the importance of 

ions for daily carbohydrate intake range from 6-

10g/kg of body weight. The higher end of this range is recommended for physically active individuals like rugby 

players weight (e.g. if you weigh 80kg your daily carbohydrate intake would be 800g). If carbohydrate intake is 

not maintained at a level appropriate to your total energy needs when training on a daily basis exercise 

performance will deteriorate because you will experience increased difficulty recovering in time for the next 

ure that the stores of glycogen are full and replenished after exercise, your diet needs to be high 

% of the total calories you eat should come from 

in this category are; wholemeal bread, cereals, 

brown rice, spaghetti and pasta, and fruit. Some refined carbohydrates such as sugar, jams, fruit juices and soft 



drinks can be consumed to help increase your carbohydrate intake during the day. However, 

forms of carbohydrate are low in nutritional value and should be consumed in relatively small quantities.

Because of the volume/bulk often associated with high carbohydrate foods it may be difficult for some players 

to consume an adequate level of carbohydrate in their normal diet and so a meal replacement drink that is high 

in carbohydrate may be useful. 

 

Protein in your diet is necessary for the growth and repair of new and damaged cells, e

in training may need to increase their dietary protein, but by eating more food to meet your training energy 

requirements, you will naturally increase your protein intake. Foods high in protein include; lean meat, fish, milk, 

cheese, soybeans, etc. Protein should be approximate

protein contributes about 2% of the energy demands of high intensity sprint type exercise, and about 5

the energy requirements of high intensity endurance type exercise. 

protein for generally active individuals is 0.8g per kilogram of body weight (e.g. if you weigh 80kg your daily 

protein intake would be 64g). For rugby players a protein intake of approximately 1.5

would be more appropriate due to the constant heavy training and damaged caused due to games

difficult for some players to consume the amount of protein they need in their normal diet and as a result it may 

be useful to consume these additional needs in the form of 

 

Fats are a more concentrated fuel than carbohydrates and are more easily stored. However, fat requires more 

oxygen to release its energy value than does carbohydrates and is, therefore, more inefficient than 

carbohydrate.  Fat helps to protect the body from impact injuries, but any excess above your optimal level will 

only serve to decrease your performance potential.  Ideally, your fat intake should be approximately 25% of your 

total calorie intake and of this at least 70% should co

of deep fried foods, pastry, excess butter and margarine you consume, i

 

Vitamins and Minerals are essential for good he

contain no useful energy for the body, they do

numerous metabolic reactions that release energy from food.

need for vitamin and mineral supplements.

vitamin C (500mg/day) and zinc 

health and thus possibly reducing minor co

 

Fluid intake should always be maintained during strenuous exercise and should be consumed before, during and 

after the activity. Water is necessary for proper functioning of the body. It helps maintain body temperature, 

which is particularly important during th

must be dissipated to keep the body at its preferred temperature. Sweat is produced to help cool the body. Fluid 

lost via sweat must be continually replaced to enable this cooling proces

 

It's a good idea to monitor your body weight before and after training or playing. A 1 kilogram drop in body 

weight is roughly equivalent to a loss

kilograms during the course of a game and a loss

in body weight as a guide to how much fluid you need to replace. This is particularly important when training 

and playing on consecutive days -

on your ability to perform and recover.

 

Thirst is not always a good guide of your fluid requirements, so it is advisable to drink slightly more than you 

need. A good yardstick for daily fluid requirem

primary need is for fluid, with the simplest and most practical drink being water. However, water does not 

provide the most rapid form of water replacement in the body. A dilute carbohydrate

deliver water faster to the body, e

 

Using the yardstick of 35-45 ml per kilogram of body weight, a daily fluid consumption of 3

for the majority of players. A majori
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drinks can be consumed to help increase your carbohydrate intake during the day. However, 

forms of carbohydrate are low in nutritional value and should be consumed in relatively small quantities.

Because of the volume/bulk often associated with high carbohydrate foods it may be difficult for some players 

evel of carbohydrate in their normal diet and so a meal replacement drink that is high 

in your diet is necessary for the growth and repair of new and damaged cells, e

o increase their dietary protein, but by eating more food to meet your training energy 

requirements, you will naturally increase your protein intake. Foods high in protein include; lean meat, fish, milk, 

cheese, soybeans, etc. Protein should be approximately 15% of your total calories. Once again as a rough guide 

protein contributes about 2% of the energy demands of high intensity sprint type exercise, and about 5

the energy requirements of high intensity endurance type exercise. The recommended daily

protein for generally active individuals is 0.8g per kilogram of body weight (e.g. if you weigh 80kg your daily 

For rugby players a protein intake of approximately 1.5

iate due to the constant heavy training and damaged caused due to games

difficult for some players to consume the amount of protein they need in their normal diet and as a result it may 

be useful to consume these additional needs in the form of a protein drink/shake. 

are a more concentrated fuel than carbohydrates and are more easily stored. However, fat requires more 

oxygen to release its energy value than does carbohydrates and is, therefore, more inefficient than 

to protect the body from impact injuries, but any excess above your optimal level will 

only serve to decrease your performance potential.  Ideally, your fat intake should be approximately 25% of your 

and of this at least 70% should come from unsaturated fats.  As a guide, reduce the amount 

of deep fried foods, pastry, excess butter and margarine you consume, i.e. "visible" fat.

are essential for good health and physical performance. While vitamins and minerals 

ntain no useful energy for the body, they do, in addition to other functions, 

that release energy from food. If your diet is well balanced there should be no 

need for vitamin and mineral supplements. However, there is some good research that indicates that additional 

and zinc (10-15mg/day) supplements can be useful for maintaining immune system 

health and thus possibly reducing minor colds and infections. Vitamin C is also useful in wound healing. 

intake should always be maintained during strenuous exercise and should be consumed before, during and 

after the activity. Water is necessary for proper functioning of the body. It helps maintain body temperature, 

which is particularly important during the summer months. Heat is produced as a by

must be dissipated to keep the body at its preferred temperature. Sweat is produced to help cool the body. Fluid 

lost via sweat must be continually replaced to enable this cooling process to continue. 

It's a good idea to monitor your body weight before and after training or playing. A 1 kilogram drop in body 

is roughly equivalent to a loss of 1 litre of sweat. It's not unusual for players to lose as much as 3

he course of a game and a loss of 1-2 kilograms from training are common. Use these changes 

in body weight as a guide to how much fluid you need to replace. This is particularly important when training 

- you can quickly become chronically dehydrated which will negatively impact 

on your ability to perform and recover. 

Thirst is not always a good guide of your fluid requirements, so it is advisable to drink slightly more than you 

need. A good yardstick for daily fluid requirements is 35-45 ml per kilogram of body weight. During an event the 

primary need is for fluid, with the simplest and most practical drink being water. However, water does not 

provide the most rapid form of water replacement in the body. A dilute carbohydrate

deliver water faster to the body, e.g. specially formulated sports drinks. 

45 ml per kilogram of body weight, a daily fluid consumption of 3

for the majority of players. A majority of this allowance should be consumed either as water or as a special 
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drinks can be consumed to help increase your carbohydrate intake during the day. However, note that these 

forms of carbohydrate are low in nutritional value and should be consumed in relatively small quantities. 

Because of the volume/bulk often associated with high carbohydrate foods it may be difficult for some players 

evel of carbohydrate in their normal diet and so a meal replacement drink that is high 

in your diet is necessary for the growth and repair of new and damaged cells, e.g. muscle tissue.  Players 

o increase their dietary protein, but by eating more food to meet your training energy 

requirements, you will naturally increase your protein intake. Foods high in protein include; lean meat, fish, milk, 

Once again as a rough guide 

protein contributes about 2% of the energy demands of high intensity sprint type exercise, and about 5-8% of 

The recommended daily allowance of 

protein for generally active individuals is 0.8g per kilogram of body weight (e.g. if you weigh 80kg your daily 

For rugby players a protein intake of approximately 1.5-2.0g/kg of body weight 

iate due to the constant heavy training and damaged caused due to games. It may be 

difficult for some players to consume the amount of protein they need in their normal diet and as a result it may 

are a more concentrated fuel than carbohydrates and are more easily stored. However, fat requires more 

oxygen to release its energy value than does carbohydrates and is, therefore, more inefficient than 

to protect the body from impact injuries, but any excess above your optimal level will 

only serve to decrease your performance potential.  Ideally, your fat intake should be approximately 25% of your 

.  As a guide, reduce the amount 

"visible" fat. 

While vitamins and minerals 

 serve an important role in 

f your diet is well balanced there should be no 

, there is some good research that indicates that additional 

supplements can be useful for maintaining immune system 

lds and infections. Vitamin C is also useful in wound healing.  

intake should always be maintained during strenuous exercise and should be consumed before, during and 

after the activity. Water is necessary for proper functioning of the body. It helps maintain body temperature, 

e summer months. Heat is produced as a by-product of work.  This heat 

must be dissipated to keep the body at its preferred temperature. Sweat is produced to help cool the body. Fluid 

s to continue.  

It's a good idea to monitor your body weight before and after training or playing. A 1 kilogram drop in body 

of 1 litre of sweat. It's not unusual for players to lose as much as 3-4 

2 kilograms from training are common. Use these changes 

in body weight as a guide to how much fluid you need to replace. This is particularly important when training 

me chronically dehydrated which will negatively impact 

Thirst is not always a good guide of your fluid requirements, so it is advisable to drink slightly more than you 

45 ml per kilogram of body weight. During an event the 

primary need is for fluid, with the simplest and most practical drink being water. However, water does not 

provide the most rapid form of water replacement in the body. A dilute carbohydrate and electrolyte drink will 

45 ml per kilogram of body weight, a daily fluid consumption of 3-4 litres would suffice 

ty of this allowance should be consumed either as water or as a special 



sports drink. Don't make the mistake of thinking that because the ambient temperature and humidity are 

relatively low during winter that you don't need to consume water before, during 

 

Eating to Gain Weight 

 

Many players will find that an increase in body weight will actually improve their ability to play the game, 

assuming that any increase in body weight is not due to fat increases. Players who play at what m

considered below their ideal playing weight for their position, risk the real possibility of shortening their playing 

career. This is due simply to the fact that their body

body contact sport against players of greater body mass.

 

In order to increase lean body mass (i

training supported by an increase in dietary intake. 

work, no hormone, drug or nutrient supplement will

 

The following are some simple guides to eating that will help you increase weight:

 

1. Choose a variety of foods from each of 

fruits and vegetables gives the most nutritional value for the amount of calories you are taking.

 

2. Eat a number of smaller meals, rather than two or three big meals per day. Increasing the number of 

snacks you eat may help, e.

 

3. Snack on sandwiches, e.g. chicken and salad with mayonnaise or dressing. Dried fruits and health food 

bars are good snack foods also.

 

4. Drink plenty of milk with flavouring, eggs and ice cream added.

 

5. Drink formula drinks, such as 

 

6. Still keep a carbohydrate intake of approximately 60%, protein around 15% and fats around 25%, of your 

total caloric intake. 

 

7. Weigh yourself weekly and as your weight stabilises at the desired lev

 

8. If you go about things in the right way, i

programme, you should be able to gain about 0.5kg of muscle mass per week.

 

 

Eating to Lose Weight 

  

Just as being too light in terms of body weight can be a problem for some players, so can being too heavy. 

Specifically, having too much body fat. If you are overweight, it simply means that the amount of food you eat is 

greater than the amount of energy you utilise or "bu

to lose the extra weight, all you have to do is to eat less of the wrong foods (i

calories and low in nutritional value) and do more exercise.

 

The following are some simple guides that will help you decrease your weight:

 

1. Eat four serves of fruit, vegetables, wholemeal bread and cereal each day, this will ensure a good fibre 

and vitamin intake. 

 

2. Eat lean meats (i.e. meat containing as little fat as poss
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sports drink. Don't make the mistake of thinking that because the ambient temperature and humidity are 

relatively low during winter that you don't need to consume water before, during or after training…you do!

Many players will find that an increase in body weight will actually improve their ability to play the game, 

assuming that any increase in body weight is not due to fat increases. Players who play at what m

considered below their ideal playing weight for their position, risk the real possibility of shortening their playing 

ly to the fact that their body can't withstand the constant stress associated with playing a 

sport against players of greater body mass. 

In order to increase lean body mass (i.e. muscle), players must undertake a programme of increased weight 

training supported by an increase in dietary intake. Without an appropriate programme of increased muscle

work, no hormone, drug or nutrient supplement will produce increases in muscle mass.

The following are some simple guides to eating that will help you increase weight: 

Choose a variety of foods from each of the five food groups each day. Eating the w

fruits and vegetables gives the most nutritional value for the amount of calories you are taking.

Eat a number of smaller meals, rather than two or three big meals per day. Increasing the number of 

.g. snack every 2-3 hours between meals. 

chicken and salad with mayonnaise or dressing. Dried fruits and health food 

bars are good snack foods also. 

Drink plenty of milk with flavouring, eggs and ice cream added. 

Drink formula drinks, such as Powerade and Gatorade. 

Still keep a carbohydrate intake of approximately 60%, protein around 15% and fats around 25%, of your 

Weigh yourself weekly and as your weight stabilises at the desired level, gradually cut out the snacks.

If you go about things in the right way, i.e. a well planned diet with an increased weight training 

, you should be able to gain about 0.5kg of muscle mass per week.

light in terms of body weight can be a problem for some players, so can being too heavy. 

Specifically, having too much body fat. If you are overweight, it simply means that the amount of food you eat is 

greater than the amount of energy you utilise or "burn". As a result, you will store the excess fuel as fat. In order 

to lose the extra weight, all you have to do is to eat less of the wrong foods (i.e. eat less of the foods high in 

calories and low in nutritional value) and do more exercise. 

are some simple guides that will help you decrease your weight: 

Eat four serves of fruit, vegetables, wholemeal bread and cereal each day, this will ensure a good fibre 

meat containing as little fat as possible) and when eating chicken remove the skin.
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sports drink. Don't make the mistake of thinking that because the ambient temperature and humidity are 

or after training…you do! 

Many players will find that an increase in body weight will actually improve their ability to play the game, 

assuming that any increase in body weight is not due to fat increases. Players who play at what might be 

considered below their ideal playing weight for their position, risk the real possibility of shortening their playing 

can't withstand the constant stress associated with playing a 

muscle), players must undertake a programme of increased weight 

Without an appropriate programme of increased muscle 

produce increases in muscle mass. 

Eating the widest variety of fresh 

fruits and vegetables gives the most nutritional value for the amount of calories you are taking. 

Eat a number of smaller meals, rather than two or three big meals per day. Increasing the number of 

chicken and salad with mayonnaise or dressing. Dried fruits and health food 

Still keep a carbohydrate intake of approximately 60%, protein around 15% and fats around 25%, of your 

el, gradually cut out the snacks. 

a well planned diet with an increased weight training 

, you should be able to gain about 0.5kg of muscle mass per week. 

light in terms of body weight can be a problem for some players, so can being too heavy. 

Specifically, having too much body fat. If you are overweight, it simply means that the amount of food you eat is 

rn". As a result, you will store the excess fuel as fat. In order 

eat less of the foods high in 

Eat four serves of fruit, vegetables, wholemeal bread and cereal each day, this will ensure a good fibre 

ible) and when eating chicken remove the skin. 



3. Avoid deep fried foods, pastries, cakes, biscuits, confectionary, ice cream and cream.

 

4. If you drink milk or use it with cereals, etc. make sure it is low

 

5. Reduce your intake of alcohol

 

6. Use butter, margarine and oil sparingly. 

 

7. Eat all meals at regular times and avoid eating while your doing something, e

Eat only while your sitting at a table.

 

8. Don't eat between meals. If you must have a snack, make 

 

9. Set a goal of losing 0.5-1kg per week and no more. 

increased aerobic activity, 

 

10.  Once you have gained your t

you do this, you won't put the weight back on.

 

Alcohol Consumption 

 

Alcohol has had a long time association with sport, with its consumption believed to be a vital component of 

team spirit and camaraderie. It has also been synonymous with the myth of being a good source of 

carbohydrate, a steadier of nerves and a substance which is simply sweated out of the body.

 

Alcohol can be an enjoyable part of social life, with consumption b

consumption can adversely affect long term health, with the side effects being liver and neurological damage. 

Alcohol consumption can also exhibit negative effects on both

 

Alcohol can affect balance, hand

power, muscular and cardiovascular endurance, with the possibility of impairing body temperature regulation 

during prolonged exercise.  

 

Alcohol acts as a diuretic, having a negative effect with respect to hydration. It also reduces the muscles ability 

to replenish glycogen stores. Both dehydration and inadequate fuel stores limit performance and have a 

negative influence on recovery. 

 

Alcohol also lengthens the recovery and rehabilitation time of soft tissue damage and bruising. It has a 

vasodilatory effect, increasing bleeding and swelling to the damaged tissue. Even a single episode of heavy 

drinking will interfere with recovery and adaptation af

result in a deterioration in sporting performance.
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Avoid deep fried foods, pastries, cakes, biscuits, confectionary, ice cream and cream.

If you drink milk or use it with cereals, etc. make sure it is low-fat milk. 

Reduce your intake of alcohol. 

Use butter, margarine and oil sparingly.  

Eat all meals at regular times and avoid eating while your doing something, e.g

Eat only while your sitting at a table. 

Don't eat between meals. If you must have a snack, make it a piece of fruit. 

1kg per week and no more. Make sure that you undertake a programme of 

 e.g. running for approximately 30 minutes (more if you can) 4 times per week.

Once you have gained your target weight, you must maintain your improved eating and exercise habits. If 

you do this, you won't put the weight back on. 

Alcohol has had a long time association with sport, with its consumption believed to be a vital component of 

eam spirit and camaraderie. It has also been synonymous with the myth of being a good source of 

carbohydrate, a steadier of nerves and a substance which is simply sweated out of the body.

Alcohol can be an enjoyable part of social life, with consumption being kept to a sensible level. Excessive alcohol 

consumption can adversely affect long term health, with the side effects being liver and neurological damage. 

Alcohol consumption can also exhibit negative effects on both sporting performance and recovery.

Alcohol can affect balance, hand-eye coordination and reaction time. It may also decrease strength, speed, 

power, muscular and cardiovascular endurance, with the possibility of impairing body temperature regulation 

acts as a diuretic, having a negative effect with respect to hydration. It also reduces the muscles ability 

to replenish glycogen stores. Both dehydration and inadequate fuel stores limit performance and have a 

lengthens the recovery and rehabilitation time of soft tissue damage and bruising. It has a 

vasodilatory effect, increasing bleeding and swelling to the damaged tissue. Even a single episode of heavy 

drinking will interfere with recovery and adaptation after exercise. Long term repeated misuse of alcohol will 

sporting performance. 
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Avoid deep fried foods, pastries, cakes, biscuits, confectionary, ice cream and cream. 

g. watching T.V. or reading. 

Make sure that you undertake a programme of 

running for approximately 30 minutes (more if you can) 4 times per week. 

arget weight, you must maintain your improved eating and exercise habits. If 

Alcohol has had a long time association with sport, with its consumption believed to be a vital component of 

eam spirit and camaraderie. It has also been synonymous with the myth of being a good source of 

carbohydrate, a steadier of nerves and a substance which is simply sweated out of the body. 

eing kept to a sensible level. Excessive alcohol 

consumption can adversely affect long term health, with the side effects being liver and neurological damage. 

sporting performance and recovery. 

eye coordination and reaction time. It may also decrease strength, speed, 

power, muscular and cardiovascular endurance, with the possibility of impairing body temperature regulation 

acts as a diuretic, having a negative effect with respect to hydration. It also reduces the muscles ability 

to replenish glycogen stores. Both dehydration and inadequate fuel stores limit performance and have a 

lengthens the recovery and rehabilitation time of soft tissue damage and bruising. It has a 

vasodilatory effect, increasing bleeding and swelling to the damaged tissue. Even a single episode of heavy 

ter exercise. Long term repeated misuse of alcohol will 


